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1. GROWING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INDIA AND NORTH AMERICA
Relations between India and North America, mainly the US, in the political, strategic and economic
spheres have progressed significantly over the last two decades. The following decades saw the two
countries signing important cooperation agreements in the areas of trade and economy, defense and
security, counter-terrorism, high technology, space technology, clean energy and civil nuclear energy,
among others. Among recent developments, the India-US Strategic Dialogue launched in 2009 is seen
to further enhance ties between the two countries.

1.1. Aiming for USD500.0 billion in bilateral trade with the US over a decade
The trade and economic partnership between North America and India plays a key role in the bilateral
relationship. The US was India’s second-largest export destination (accounting for 11.2 per cent of total
exports) in FY12 and the fifth-largest source for imports (4.7 per cent). India primarily exports precious
stones (diamonds), pharmaceutical products, mineral fuel, organic chemicals and woven apparel to the
US, and mainly imports precious stones and metals (diamonds and gold), machinery, mineral fuel,
electrical machinery and fertilisers. During 2000–12, India’s trade with the US progressed at a CAGR of
13.1 per cent y-o-y to USD62.9 billion. Exports to the country increased at a CAGR of 11.7 per cent y-o-y to
USD40.5 billion, while imports rose 16.2 per cent y-o-y to USD22.3 billion. Comparatively, India’s
bilateral trade with Canada is significantly lower; exports to the country increased at a CAGR of 6.9 per
cent y-o-y to CAD2.9 billion (or USD2.8 billion) in 2005–12, while imports surged 11.1 per cent y-o-y to
CAD2.3 billion (or USD2.2 billion).
Figure 1
Increasing trade with the US, North America’s biggest economy (USD million)
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Although India and the US do not share a pact to increase bilateral trade, the figure is fast approaching
the USD100.0 billion mark. Recently, US-India Business Council (USIBC) – a business advocacy
organisation – stated that bilateral trade could touch USD500.0 billion over the next decade, if both
nations chart out a larger strategy of engagement, including committing against protectionism and
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creating an enabling framework. On the other hand, India and Canada have set a bilateral trade target of
USD15.0 billion by 2015 in November 2012.

1.2. Strong Foreign Direct Investment inflow from North America to India
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inflows to India took off in 1991, following the introduction of economic
reforms and subsequent liberalisation of the foreign investment policy. Inflows to India have broadly
been on an uptrend ever since, with the country emerging as one of the major recipients of FDI inflows
among emerging markets. The US is the fifth-largest contributor to FDI in India, accounting for 6 per
cent of the total. FDI equity inflows from the US between April 2000 and February 2013 totalled USD11.1
billion. The inflows expanded at a CAGR of 11.0 per cent to USD1.1 billion between FY00 and FY12. The
services sector (financial and non-financial) attracted the maximum FDI, with a 22.0 per cent share,
followed by computer software and hardware (13.0 per cent), automobile industry (8.0 per cent),
metallurgical industry (5.0 per cent) and construction development (4.0 per cent) sectors.
Figure 2
Strong FDI inflow from the US (USD million)
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Figure 3
Services sector attracted the maximum FDI**
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2. KEY DRIVERS
Attracted by the emerging market status of the Indian economy, several North American companies
across various sectors have established their presence in India. Easing investment norms, coupled with
numerous cooperation agreements between the two governments, are drawing North American
companies to set up businesses or chart out expansion strategies in India. Furthermore, the launch of
the Strategic Dialogue in 2009 strengthened bilateral trade and investment inflows from the US to India.
Bilateral trade and investment relations are expected to improve further, given the concerted
cooperation and sustained efforts by both governments.

2.1. High domestic demand attracting FDIs in India
Companies based in mature markets such as the US and Canada are trying to boost their presence in
emerging economies, to compensate for slow growth on the home turf. Rising domestic consumption,
surplus labour, and high cost competitiveness in India are some of the reasons that make it an attractive
investment destination.
The two countries enjoy competencies in different areas, thus driving growth in trade and collaborations.
For instance, India’s need for physical infrastructure exceeds its private and public domestic funding
capacity. Thus, the US participates in India’s infrastructure development activities through sharing of
technology and systems design, in addition to investments. Pharmaceuticals and healthcare is another
major area of cooperation – MNCs are increasingly seeking India’s large domestic market, product
development skills and the talent pool to boost growth and encourage innovation. On the other hand,
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Indian companies are vying to move up the value chain by growing their intellectual contribution, in
addition to being a low-cost manufacturing base.

2.2. US-India Strategic Dialogue strengthening cooperation
India and the US initiated a series of strategic dialogues in July 2009, aimed at periodically reviewing the
progress made in the partnership and identifying other areas for collaboration. In its most recent
dialogue in 2012, the panel addressed a broad range of bilateral issues as well as new initiatives, and
extended cooperation in science, technology, counter-terrorism, higher education and women’s
empowerment. In fact, bilateral trade and investment is expected to have risen more than 40 per cent
since 2009 when the strategic dialogue was first launched. In the areas of trade and economy, the two
countries have prioritised the conclusion of Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT) in order to strengthen the
economic relationship and support economic growth. The BIT is expected to protect Indian and
American companies as they expand investments overseas, facilitating two-way investment in capital
intensive sectors such as infrastructure.

2.3. USIBC – An effective framework facilitating investments
The US India Business Council (USIBC) represents America's top companies investing in India, and aims
to serve as a direct link between business and government leaders, resulting in increased trade and
investment. Among its recent accomplishments, the organisation advocated the Bilateral Aviation Safety
Agreement, signed in July 2011, and the Implementation Procedures for Airworthiness, signed in
November 2011. The Ministry of Civil Aviation is reported to have allocated funds and launched a study to
improve and update general and business aviation guidelines and on-the-ground infrastructure, in line
with USIBC recommendations. USIBC advocacy has also helped the US and Indian governments in
resolving the issue of India providing sufficient non-proliferation assurances to allow tier-1 suppliers to
export nuclear technologies to India.

2.4. Other major political and strategic alliances fuelling bilateral ties
Indo-American Chamber of Commerce (IACC): IACC is an industry-led link between the business
communities of India and the US. Through a set of proactive business-oriented initiatives, it promotes
bilateral trade, investment and technology transfer and facilitates business collaborations, joint ventures,
marketing tie-ups and strategic alliances.
American Chamber of Commerce in India (AmCham India): AmCham India is an association of American
business organisations operating in India. It encourages and stimulates investment by US companies in
India and bilateral trade between the two countries.
Canada-India Business Council (C-IBC): The C-IBC is a private sector–driven trade association linking
Canada and India. It promotes the interests of global companies, small and medium-sized enterprises,
as well as academic and government organisations engaged in the Canada-India corridor. It represents
a diverse mix of sectors including banking, financial, legal services, manufacturing, construction,
transportation, technology, mining, energy, education and ICT.
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3. SUCCESS OF NORTH AMERICAN COMPANIES IN INDIA
Most North American companies entered India after the country opened its market for foreign
investments following the policy reforms of 1991. Today, there are about 444 US-based companies
operating in India1. These include Microsoft and IBM that are well-established in the software space, and
HP and Dell that are known for their prowess in IT hardware. In the automobiles sector, both General
Motors and Ford are vying to increase market share in the Indian market by launching competitively
priced vehicles designed to meet Indian requirements. The largest foreign investor in the Indian financial
market is Citigroup, focussing on the nation’s growing middle-class segment in an attempt to expand its
consumer banking book. Companies from the US and Canada are entering India in increasing numbers,
to tap growing demand from the country's soaring middle income population. The government's efforts
towards relaxing norms for foreign investments are further boosting investments. For example, WalMart Stores opened five wholesale stores in the country in 2012, and Starbucks, the world's largest
coffee retailer, launched nine stores in a joint venture with Tata Global Beverages until April 2013. The
top investments by North American corporate entities in India between April 2000 and August 2012 are
summarised below.

Table 1
Top FDI Inflows Received from North America
Indian Company

Route

FDI Inflows
(USD
million)

Essar Logistics Holdings Limited

Essar Steel Limited

RBI

451.97

Petronas International Corporation
Limited

Cairn India Limited

RBI

297.21

GMR Infrastructure Limited

RBI

256.28

Cairn India Limited

RBI

233.36

Anant Raj Industries Limited

RBI

132.30

Ford India Limited

RBI

111.96

Federal Express Europe Inc

FedEx Express Transportation
and Supply

RBI

105.43

Citibank Overseas Investment
Corporation

E-Serve International Limited

FIPB

112.81

Bank of New York

Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited

RBI

102.21

Various Investors

JSW Energy Limited

RBI

97.14

Foreign Collaborator

26 Various FIIs
Orient Global Tamarind Fund Private
Limited
Deutsche Bank Trust Company
Ford Motor Company

Source: DIPP

1

Source: Corporate Affairs Ministry
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3.1. Information Technology
Following factors have encouraged foreign IT firms to invest in India:
Government of India liberalised the IT and Telecom industries in the late 1990s. Since then, 100 per
cent FDI is permitted under the automatic route in the IT and IT-enabled services sectors. The
government has also actively supported the service industry through budgetary and other incentives.
The government's five-year e-government plan, unveiled in 2006, covers the adoption of IT in 31 core
projects including commercial taxes (online submission platform achieved), passports (Passport
Seva Kendra PSKs established), E-Courts, E-Trade portals, banking, agriculture, pensions and land
records. Furthermore, in 2013, the government published its roadmap for setting up a private
government cloud, which bodes well for large IT service providers. The government also plans to roll
out 1,100 e-government projects by 2014.
In the ICT domain, the government is currently implementing two major initiatives: The 'National
Knowledge Network', which aims to connect over 1,500 Indian institutions of higher learning and
research to a high-speed digital network. The other major initiative 'Connected India' is a low-cost
connectivity programme for improving internet penetration rates primarily in India’s remote areas.
Several other programmes, including the Unique Identification Card (UID) and systemic up gradation
of the Indian postal department, are providing impetus to the IT hardware market. Adding to this is
the government's policy of providing tax breaks and subsidies for hardware manufacturers.
Abundant availability of technically skilled, language proficient and relatively low-cost human
resources is a key cost differentiator for India (Figure 4).
Figure 4
India’s IT cost sector advantage
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India offers huge potential as the technology adoption in the country is lower than several of its
emerging market competitors; mobile phone penetration rate is still around 51 per cent 2, while PC
penetration rate is estimated to be in single digits. This reflects significant scope for growth in Indian
2

As per Gartner
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market.
As per the 2011 census, 45 per cent of India's population is under the age of 25, (also, 75 per
cent of the web audience is under the age of 35, compared to the global average of 52 per cent).
This bodes well for higher PC and IT usage over the medium term.
Figure 5
IT Spend (India vs Worldwide)
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Figure 6
Growth in IT spend in India vs RoW
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3.1.1.

Microsoft

Founded in 1975, Microsoft Corporation manufactures, licenses and supports software products for
computing devices globally. The company, via its MS-DOS operating system, was the dominant player in
the global home computer market by the 1980s. In the following decade, the launch of ‘Windows’ helped
Microsoft sustain its market ascendancy. The company moved into the video games market in 2001 with
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the release of the Xbox. Windows Vista was released in 2007, while the Azure Services Platform (cloud
computing) was launched the following year. Since then, Microsoft has focussed on smartphones and
mobile telephony operating system (Windows Phone OS).
Microsoft entered the Indian market in 1990 via its wholly owned subsidiary Microsoft India Corporation
(Pvt) Ltd based in New Delhi. The company has since expanded into six separate business units in India,
representing the complete Microsoft product lifecycle: Microsoft Corporation India (Pvt) Ltd (marketing
division), Microsoft India Development Centre, Microsoft Global Technical Support Centre, Microsoft IT,
Microsoft Services Global Delivery, and Microsoft Research India. The company currently employs about
5,800 people in the country and has offices in nine cities: Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad,
Kochi, Kolkata, Mumbai, New Delhi and Pune.
In the two decades since its entry into the Indian market, Microsoft has made significant gains in market
share, with over 95 per cent of the PC-installed base in India using Microsoft platforms. Microsoft India’s
revenues have grown five-fold in 2004–11, as the country became one of the fastest growing geographies
for the software firm. Microsoft’s operations in India generated annual revenues of around USD1 billion 3.
Moreover, the company is steadfast in its aim to ensure that India remains among its top five revenue
generators globally by 2013–15. It has already laid the groundwork for this by increasing its reach in India
from around 13 cities to at least 300 cities, through nearly 7,500 partners, The company’s network now
stands at 1.2 million developers, over 1,000 independent software vendors, and more than 2,000 system
integrators.

3

according to CyberMedia Research
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Figure 7
Microsoft – Timeline of investments and key milestones in India

Source: Aranca Research

Over the years, Microsoft’s India strategy has encompassed steady market development via incremental
roll out of its software plus services business model. It has increased its market presence by adopting
strategies unique to the country.
Strategic alliances and partnerships: At the start of India’s current IT growth cycle, right local
partnerships were critical to rapid scaling up. Advantages included brand recognition and
distribution capabilities along with the right balance of local vs global. Microsoft entered into an
alliance with Infosys as early as 2000. It has since entered into varying degrees of partnerships
across the value chain under the Microsoft Partner Programme (MSPP) framework.
Focus on growth segments: Microsoft identified and imbibed the potential demand drivers of the
Indian IT market (education and government) into its game plan at a relatively early stage of its
Indian foray. Hence, the company started working closely with all levels of government as a service
provider for e-governance. It helped in developing mass technology to help provide citizen-centric
services: Shiksha (education sector programme for under-privileged students), Vikas (empowering
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small to midsize businesses), Dreams Park (high schools and tertiary education), Jyoti (women and
youth exposed to risk), and Kshamta (defence personnel). This when tied into Microsoft's overall
strategy of increasing connectivity between its products and services yielded significant secondary
market gains.
Stepped product introduction: Microsoft’s consolidated product release programme in India has
helped it to optimise monetisation of its commercial technology releases. Hence, the roll out of
newer versions of its Operating Systems (OS) has been appropriately timed to prevent any revenue
loss due to overlapping technology. The focus has been a steady increase in sales over a longer
period rather than short-term upticks, which prove unsustainable. For instance, migration to
Microsoft's new Windows 8 (2012) or Microsoft 7 (2009) is likely to be three times cheaper than
maintaining the Windows XP version (~50–60 per cent of installed PC base in Indian enterprises)4.
This is likely to trigger new cycles of hardware upgrades over the medium term for the company.
In a bid to establish strong presence in the Indian markets, Microsoft has designed its strategy around
customisation. With its R&D facilities and development centres in India, the company has been able to
design unique products for the Microsoft product users in the country.
3.1.2. IBM
Post liberalisation, International Business Machines Corporation, Inc (IBM) entered the Indian market
through a joint venture with the Tata Group (Tata Information Systems Limited) in 1992. In 1999, the
wholly owned subsidiary unit IBM India Limited was established. IBM currently operates through a
network of 14 offices, with regional headquarters at Bengaluru, New Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and
Chennai. It is also present in 200 towns and cities in India, either directly or via one of its 2,500 business
partners. Its business lines include: Global Business Services, Integrated Technology Delivery, Systems
and Technology Group (STG), Software Group (SWG), IBM Global Financing, IBM Daksh, Network
Solutions, India Software Labs, and India Research Lab. In 2013, IBM India plans to open sales offices in
additional 40 Tier-I and Tier-II cities of India.
IBM’s India operation revenues have grown from just above USD500 million in 2006 to over USD3 billion
in 2012. IBM is the largest MNC in the Indian IT sector (revenue terms) since 2007 (Figure 8).Its Indian
headcount has risen from 9,000 in 2004 to 74,000 in 2007 and approximately 130,000 (more than onethird of its global employee base) in 2011 (Figure 9). IBM is estimated to be the second-largest
employment provider in the Indian private sector5. The company enjoys leading market shares across
majority of its sub-segments in India. It is the largest multinational software exporter and the largest
player in the business integration, collaboration, and systems sectors. In 2011, IBM had a market leading
29.4 per cent share in the Indian server market (factory revenues). It also led the Indian disk storage
market with a 28.3 per cent market share6.

4

As per IDC’s latest report in May 2013
The Times of India - ” IBM is India's second largest pvt sector employer” 18 August 2010
6
As per IDC
5
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Figure 8
IBM market share in India
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Figure 9
IBM headcount growth in India
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Domestic market focus
Unlike several of its multinational technology counterparts (Capgemini, HP, etc), IBM did not envision
Indian operations as a mere global delivery organisation to compete with low-cost Indian rivals. It looked
at the Indian domestic IT and service markets as an important part of its 'emerging markets' growth
story. This gave IBM an early mover advantage among MNCs in the domestic market, especially as local
firms had to cede market share during the economic slowdown. In 2011, nearly half of its USD3 billion
revenue was derived from India's domestic market.
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Flexible delivery programmes
In the early 2000’s, IBM drove a step change in the IT industry with a shift to ‘on demand business’. This
enabled it to reduce costs, risks and time to marketplace. The company has since increased its
capabilities incrementally to serve a broad spectrum of companies across sectors through its serviceoriented architecture framework. For instance, it helped Tata Sky integrate its applications into a service
instead of a product. It also launched self-service portals for Airtel and BSNL.
The ‘Daksh’ way
The acquisition of the service provider ‘Daksh’ in 2004 and its subsequent success became the blueprint
for IBM’s process services industry operations in India. Daksh was encouraged to carry on, as it was
before rather than try to operate in the ‘IBM way’. IBM replicated this ‘drip’ model of talent assimilation
and integration with substantial success across its businesses in India.
India part of IBM’s growth market focus
IBM previously had geography-based business divisions up to 2009. However, the company realised that
within these regions, certain parts were likely to grow faster than the rest when unbundled with overall
market constraints. Hence, it set up individual emerging market growth units with focus on the Brazilian,
Russian, Indian and Chinese (BRIC); West Asian; and African markets. IBM has since followed
aggressive growth market strategies outside the US, particularly in the BRIC region. In 2011, growth
markets formed 24 per cent of IBM’s global revenue (21 per cent in 2010, 11 per cent in 2000).
Furthermore, the y-o-y growth in 2012 was at 7.4 per cent in the BRIC region, while America's revenues
contracted by 1 per cent.
India is a principal part of IBM’s growth focus. Accordingly, IBM has invested more than USD6 billion
since 2007 in India. The company has developed one of the most efficient sales channel networks among
MNCs in India. Channel infrastructure, programmes and opportunities provided by IBM to its partner
organisations are the key drivers for its sustained revenue growth. India is likely to remain as centre
stage for the company, as it plans to increase revenue contribution of growth markets to 30 per cent by
2015.
3.1.3. INTEL
The establishment of a sales office in Bengaluru in 1988 marked the beginning of Intel’s venture into
India. Its subsidiary Intel Technology India Pvt Ltd was set up in the same year. A decade later, the Intel
India Development Centre (IIDC) began engineering design operations in Bengaluru. The Indian
endeavour has now expanded to include the largest number of divisions for Intel outside its home
market (US). Apart from Bengaluru, the company has established offices in Mumbai, New Delhi,
Chennai, Chandigarh and Kolkata. Intel India’s functions include sales & marketing, product design &
development, IT applications development & infrastructure solutions delivery, and venture capital
investments.
Similar to other technology companies, India has been among the fastest growing markets for Intel in
recent times. As per the latest available market data, Intel has close to 90 per cent market share in the
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country’s overall PC processor sales of 9.89 million units in 2010. It maintains a similar lead in servers
for enterprises.
The company has followed an inorganic growth strategy in India. In 1995–2005, Intel invested more than
USD700 million7. Intel Capital fund made its first strategic investment India in 1998. Since then, the fund
has invested over USD300 million in over 80 companies across 10 cities in India. Furthermore, Intel
India's workforce has expanded close to 3,000 from around 1,000 in the early 2000s.
R&D contribution
Intel India has built strong competencies in software and hardware design. Its Bengaluru-based product
development teams have contributed significantly to several of Intel's global products and platform
successes. It has recently expanded its high-end technology R&D efforts. The Intel Architecture Group in
Bengaluru laid the design behind the company's Xeon E7 high-end server processor. This follows the
successful release of “Dunnington” (Intel Xeon Processor 7400 series) from the India development
centre in 2008.
Government and digital literacy initiatives
Intel strategically realised education and entertainment as the two main growth drivers for its
businesses in India. Hence, the company launched the Digital Literacy mission in collaboration with
NASSCOM and a few other players in 2010. Under this programme, Intel planned to cover 1.8 million
teachers, 2 million learners and higher education students, and faculty members in colleges in 2012
alone. The company has also been part of several federal and state government initiatives in India. For
instance, in 2011, the Karnataka state government launched a pilot programme with Intel and Educomp
aimed at bringing ICT to 5,000 schools in the state.
All-in-One strategy
Intel has been flexible in its device evolution patterns in India. Hence, as 60–70 per cent of the
semiconductor market is driven by the consumer sector, Intel has followed suit. It has implemented the
All-in-One (AIO) strategy specific to the Indian market with a fair degree of success. The AIO strategy
entails promoting one-stop desktops, which provide incremental value and features over simple PCs.
India-specific partnership model for mobile chip market
In 2013, Intel entered the mobile chip making segment in India through a partnership with Lava. The
company has followed a reference design partnership system in India, where it provides the handsetmaker with all specifications, including the handset design. Manufacturers can build their own
smartphone by incorporating Intel’s chipset. This is opposed to what Intel follows globally – ‘kit model’ –
where the company sells its technology to the handset-maker.
Intel’s journey in India has been rather aggressive. Beginning with acquisitions, followed by a series of
campaigns, the company has established a strong presence in the PC processor market. Currently, Intel
is investing for achieving brand evolution, shifting its offering from “what Intel is” to “what it can do”.
7

As per the Associated Press
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3.1.4. Hewlett-Packard (HP)
Established in 1988, HP India is one of the largest and most diverse operations for HP outside of the US.
In India, HP employs 30,000 people currently with businesses spanning R&D, application delivery,
infrastructure management services, systems engineering, business process outsourcing (BPO), and
business technology optimisation (BTO). HP India has over 20 facilities across the country that includes
sales, support, back end, IT operations and service offices. The major cities where HP has its sales
offices include Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Bengaluru, Kolkata, Hyderabad and Pune. The company has
also developed an extended retail presence across India with over 2,500 retail outlets in 365 cities; 200
HP World stores in 114 cities; 3,500 channel partners, 342 service points in 1,600 cities; and Onsite
customer support in 1300+ cities
HP has one PC manufacturing base in India located at Uttarakhand to manufacture products for local
markets. The facility was opened in March 2007, and has the capacity to produce annually up to 3.5
million computer systems including desktops, workstations, and notebooks. Furthermore, HP has built
substantial R&D facilities in India, with its principal centre, ‘HP Labs India’, established in Bengaluru in
2002. These centres work on a diverse set of functions, including rich and intuitive user interfaces,
servers, storage, networking, printers and mobile technology.
HP enjoys leading market positions across several of its product lines in India. It has been the leader in
India’s printer, copier and multifunction product market for several years. As per the latest data, it had a
51 per cent market share as of the end of the third quarter of 2012. The company also regained top
position in the Indian PC vendor market in the last quarter of 2012. It further consolidated this advantage
in the first quarter of 2013, when it accounted for a 22.5 per cent share in the PC vendor segment8.
India has also proved to be a key innovation centre for HP: contributions from HP Labs India include
Personalised Video, SiteOnMobile, Gesture Keyboard, Lipi Toolkit, Trusted Hardcopy, Printcast and
Educenter. These contributions have received recognitions such as the Asian Wall Street Journal
Technology Innovation Award 2006, Manthan Award 2007, and NASSCOM Award 2007.
Local market strategy
In India, HP has diligently followed a country-specific approach to expand its market share. The HP
Dreamscreen PC was developed in India, and for India, after exhaustive HP research on several Indian
families and collaborations with leading Indian content and service providers. HP also launched its ‘Labin-Box’ concept in 2011, which is a self-sustained, mobile classroom that can be set up in rural
communities and runs off its own generator. This was in line with the Government’s agenda for more
creative and inclusive models of education. HP is a part of one of the consortia that will offer biometrics
solutions to the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI), to collect demographic and biometric
details of the residents of the country. HP India Sales is providing the UIDAI with the middleware and
hardware required for the project.

8
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Rapid product development
The company, especially in the hardware domain, has passed through regular cycles of product
innovations and overhaul to sustain market share and avoid obsolescence. For example, HP identified
that the traditional sturdy yet bulky laptops, while reliable, did not satisfy the consumer need for being
trendy, thin and ultra portable. Hence, it came up with a range of ultra books in collusion with Intel. The
company later identified mobility as a big driver in the consumption of technology. To address this
market, it introduced hybrid models (devices with full functionality of a laptop and with a toggle, a switch,
and a suspended screen much like a tablet). The company has now gone a step further and launched a
tablet itself.
Aggressive channel programmes
Since the company-wide merger of its PC and printer units, HP has adopted a robust distribution and
general sales programme. In India, HP has moved to project the new unified Printing and Personal
Systems portfolio by announcing a Services Specialisation programme. This programme is aimed at
helping partners extend their go-to-market portfolio of HP services. The company will invest around
USD1.5 billion worldwide in channel programmes to drive demand and simplify partner engagement. A
major part of this investment is likely to be made in India. In lieu of this, HP India expects to double the
revenue it gets from the government vertical in the next 3–5 years, especially in power, education and
utilities. Currently, HP India gets 20–25 per cent of its revenue from government-funded projects.
HP has adopted a two-pronged strategy for India: localising and constantly innovating products to
maintain the market share. The company aims at increasing market share by offering affordable
solutions targeting the Indian consumers.
3.1.5. Dell
Incorporated as Dell Computer India Private Ltd in Bengaluru in 1996, Dell is among the fastest growing
technology companies in India. It has continued to be among the top three PC manufacturers in India for
majority of the last decade. Dell’s first India-based contact centres opened in Bengaluru and Hyderabad
in 2003; Chandigarh was added in 2005 and the Gurgaon contact centre opened in 2006. The Dell
manufacturing facility was inaugurated in Chennai in 2007. The company’s India footprint now
represents the only market outside the US, with all business functions – customer care, financial
services, manufacturing, R&D and analytical services – operational at the local level and giving global
support. In terms of geographic presence, Dell has offices in Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Chandigarh, Delhi,
Pune, Coimbatore, Noida and Chennai.
Soon after its arrival in India, Dell quickly established itself as the market leader in the PC
manufacturing space by focussing on price and after-sales service. Its 2001 merger with Compaq
further added to its product range. However, increased competition and certain channel issues led to
erosion of the company’s market share in the mid 2000s. However, Dell India regained the number one
PC brand status in 2010, with a market share of more than 15 per cent, after sustained marketing efforts.
Currently, it continues to remain among the top two PC vendors with 13.8 per cent market share in the
first quarter of 2013. The company also enjoys a market share of 30 per cent in the business-tobusiness (B2B) notebooks space and close to 17 per cent in the consumer notebooks space. In terms of
revenue, India represents the fastest growing market for Dell. The company’s India revenues have
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grown from around USD500 million in 2009 to just below USD2 billion in 2011. India also accounts for
the company's largest employee base outside of the US. The headcount has increased from around
9,000 in 2008 to over 27,000 in 2011.
Local manufacturing
In July 2007, Dell began production at its new manufacturing facility in Chennai (Dell’s third
manufacturing location in Asia-Pacific and Japan region and eighth overall). The USD30-million plant
had an initial capacity of around 400,000 desktop computers per year. The company has since increased
its production capacity to 1 million units. This decision proved to be a key factor in Dell regaining its
market share, as manufacturing locally reduced delivery time by almost 50 per cent and improved
profitability. It also reduced customer waiting time across India to less than eight days.
The Retail model
In India, Dell changed the way it sold computers, experimenting with the retail model for the first time
ever. Hence, it tied up with Tata Croma in 2008 along with select Staples stores. Dell also teamed up
with Future Group's e-Zone for a shop-in-a-shop counter for its products. The company later opened the
first Dell exclusive stores in India at New Delhi and Coimbatore. Dell also tied up with 600 system
integrators all over the country. This saved the company of any substantial investment in warehousing
and on-demand product delivery. Since then, Dell’s retail network has expanded to at least 38 exclusive
stores across India. Moreover, Indian customers increased accessibility to gauge the product physically,
and this has had a positive impact on ‘Buy’ decisions for Dell products across the country.
Hybrid distribution (over and above retail)
On the distribution front, Dell has devised a multi-level strategy to successfully penetrate the Indian
market. It divided the Indian market between 35 master sales affiliates. Subsequently, it gave up the
prevalent national and regional business models to instead follow a direct route of field agents. Hence,
Dell hired several thousands of registered individual sales affiliates to reach out to retail customers in
person, providing a first-hand product experience. Dell backed this by extending onsite service (home
support) in 650 cities to retail and small business customers. This outreach plan was supported with
Dell’s nascent retail venture. The franchised outlets were also responsible for supporting field affiliates.
This supplemented Dell’s original built-to-order model perfectly, as buying online remained a viable
customer option as well.
Targeting Small & Medium Businesses (SMB) segment
Dell has been targeting the SMB in smaller towns in India as its main growth driver. It believes this
market sector is growing rapidly and not exposed to global shocks, making it a much more stable
market. Hence, Dell has increased its SMB team to 200 and expanded its presence to about 600 tier-II
and tier-III cities.
Dell’s journey in India has evolved from selling PCs and servers to providing IT solutions and services.
The company has established its presence in India through organic and inorganic expansion, alongside
developing a robust distribution and networking model for its offerings.
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3.1.6. Qualcomm
Qualcomm is the world's largest provider of wireless chipset and software technology. In 1996, it
established its India operations by setting up Qualcomm India Private Limited. In the early part of its
India foray, the company’s CDMA platform did not yield significant revenue because the technology
(collaboration with Reliance) fell to the lowest end of the price and consumer segments. The game
changer that kick-started the company’s growth in India was the successful completion of India's 3G
auctions. Because Qualcomm's IP is embedded in all 3G technologies, it made a 4–5 per cent cut off in
every 3G phone that has since been sold in India. The company later devised a modified version of its
global strategy to reap better results in India. As of now, the company has expanded into five cities
across India: Bengaluru (Qualcomm CDMA Technologies (QCT) and Research and Development teams),
Hyderabad (Global Information Technology Centre as well as the only handset pre-certification lab in
India), Mumbai and Delhi (business development and support teams), and Chennai [Qualcomm Atheros
(QCA) networking solutions centre].
The company also invests in innovative start ups in India through its venture capital (VC) arm, Qualcomm
Ventures. The VC, which started operations in 2000, has invested in about 95 ventures globally including
10 in India. The first Indian investment was made in 2007, in Tissolve, a Bengaluru-based company
focussing on chip development. Qualcomm Ventures’ portfolio companies in India now include Apalya,
Capillary Technologies, MapMy India, Obopay, Onward Mobility, and the online wholesale cash-and-carry
company Big Shoe Bazaar, among others.
Global strategy
The company’s global model as it exists is to try to stay ahead in the game in terms of technology
innovations in wireless communication. Currently, the company’s patents are critical to almost all major
wireless standards on the GSM, CDMA, and Long-Term Evolution (LTE). The use of its patents helps the
company earn substantial royalties. The subsequent and much more lucrative part of the strategy
involves building products around the already held patents. Hence, the largest part of Qualcomm's
revenue (60 per cent in 2011) is derived from selling its own proprietary chipsets to mobile phone,
notebook or data card makers.
India Strategy – 4G chipsets and licensing
In India, the company is now roughly following the same outline; its main interest is to increase revenue
by selling chipsets for 4G devices. The company is working on chipsets that will support devices to
seamlessly move between 2G, 3G and 4G. It possesses development facilities for software and chip
design and works with telecom operators and local manufacturers to build the ecosystem for such a
move. Qualcomm is also likely to focus on licensing design patents in India. It would offer design
licences to hardware design houses and original design manufacturers in lieu of a royalty. Currently, 4–5
companies in India have Qualcomm licences, with Micromax being the largest.
India strategy – LTE rollout and exit
In 2011, Qualcomm successfully bid for one spectrum in the 2.3-gigahertz band for USD 1.05 billion. The
area covered includes Delhi, Mumbai, Haryana and Kerala. Qualcomm is planning to leverage its Time
Division Duplex–LTE (TDD-LTE) technology. Hence, when operators keen to roll out pan-Indian roaming
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need to connect between their own spectrum areas, they can utilise Qualcomm’s new asset. The
company’s larger plan is to build the network on the LTE technology, thereby easing out the rival
‘Wimax’, and then exit later. Qualcomm envisions that this will create a disruptive market technology,
where several parts of the ecosystem are dependent on its products, patents and spectrum.
Qualcomm’s growth in India took off only after the launch of 3G services. The company is determined to
capitalise from the demand for mobile broadband in India, considering that it has collaborated with
nearly all operators, spanning various price brackets and operating systems.
3.1.7. Cognizant
Cognizant has its roots in The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation (D&B), a joint venture between Dun &
Bradstreet (76 per cent) and Satyam Computers (24 per cent). In 1996, Dun & Bradstreet spun off several
of its subsidiaries, including Erisco, IMS International, Nielsen Media Research, Pilot Software, Strategic
Technologies and DBSS, to form a new company called Cognizant Corporation. In 1997, DBSS was
renamed as Cognizant Technology Solutions, with headquarters in India. In July 1997, D&B bought
Satyam's 24 per cent stake in DBSS for USD3.4 million. In 1998, the headquarters were moved to the US,
while the Indian back-end operations remained. The company now has centres in Bengaluru,
Coimbatore, Gurgaon, Hyderabad, Kochi, Kolkata, Mangalore (CoreLogic), Mumbai and Pune.
Going by data on incremental market share gains in the IT sector over the past five years, Cognizant has
been a clear outperformer. Its market share has grown from 0.9 per cent in FY07 to 2.6 per cent in FY12.
This is primarily attributable to its strong focus and investments in the US market. The company’s head
count in India has increased from 25 in 1993 to over 100,000 at present. Cognizant also has a broad
service network with well over 1,000 Client Partners and Account Managers servicing 821 active clients.
Cognizant is poised to further expand its presence in India; it plans to invest USD500 million through the
end of 2014 to expand its owned real estate with additional 8 million square feet. Cognizant’s growth in
India revolves around two cornerstone strategies:
Hybrid model
In India, traditionally the large domestic IT services companies follow the global delivery model, wherein
they generally operate with profitability levels around 25 per cent. On the other hand, Multinational IT
services companies operate with profitability levels that range from high single digits to low double digits.
Cognizant has always followed a hybrid model. From the beginning, the company is headquartered in the
US, while majority of its development centres are in India. This has helped the company synergise the
efficiencies of the two different business models. This has translated into profitability levels in the range
of 18–20 per cent. Hence Cognizant Technology Solutions has sacrificed its margins to gain market
share over its India-based software peers, its margins are the lowest when compared to the top four
Indian software companies in the fourth quarter of 2012.
‘Tuck in’ inorganic growth
Throughout its growth phase, the company bought small companies (up to USD50 million) to gain
specific skill sets fast, or to get an entry into the books of a crucial customer. Once bought, Cognizant
merges the new business into one of its operational units at a functional level. For instance, Ygyan
Consulting, UBS India Service Centre, and CoreLogic India have been seamlessly merged into
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Cognizant’s operations. This expansion of the companies’ capabilities into adjacent markets has been a
critical component of Cognizant’s overall growth strategy.
Cognizant, driven by a hybrid model, has adopted an inorganic approach for capturing new business
opportunities. The company has partnered with a number of firms in order to gain technological
expertise in specific domains.
Companies from the US have been at the forefront in capturing the untapped potential offered by India’s
IT and IT-enabled services sectors. The success of these companies is mainly driven by huge
investments made in the local R&D activities and manufacturing of products suitable for Indian
consumers. India’s cost advantage, coupled with the technological edge enjoyed by these companies,
has marked their success in India.

3.2. Automobiles
US–based General Motors and Ford are the prominent players from North America operating in the
Indian automobile sector. Factors that have encouraged foreign automobile manufacturers to invest in
India are:
In 1991, FDI was permitted in the automobile sector after the government of India liberalised its
policies. In 1993, FDI was also permitted in the passenger car segment of the industry. The norms
for foreign investment and import of technology have been liberalised over the years for
manufacture of vehicles. At present, 100 per cent foreign direct investment is permissible under the
automatic route in this sector, including passenger car segment.
Demand for automobiles in India, especially in the passenger car segment, remains untapped and is
growing with rising aspirations.
3.2.1. General Motors Company
General Motors Company (GM) designs, builds and sells cars, trucks and automobile parts worldwide.
The company also provides automotive financing services through General Motors Financial. It operates
in four automotive segments: GM North America (GMNA), GM Europe (GME), GM International
Operations (GMIO) and GM South America (GMSA). GMNA primarily meets the demands of customers in
North America, with vehicles developed, manufactured and/or marketed under the brands Buick,
Cadillac, Chevrolet and GMC. The demands of customers outside North America are met with vehicles
developed, manufactured and/or marketed under the brands Buick, Chevrolet, Holder, Vauxhall,
Cadillac, GMC and Opel. The company was originally incorporated in 1908, but emerged from a
government-backed Chapter 11 bankruptcy in 2009 after undergoing a reorganisation. GM’s total
worldwide vehicle sales stood at 9.3 million units during the year ended December 31, 2012, up 2.9 per
cent y-o-y.
GM took the joint venture route for investing in India. In 1994, General Motors India Private Limited
(GMIPL) was formed as a 50:50 joint venture between GM and Hindustan Motors. GMIPL, which started
out manufacturing and selling vehicles under the Opel brand, was bought over completely by GM in 1999.
After 2003, the company switched from Opel to producing Chevrolet vehicles at its Halol plant in Gujarat.
In December 2009, the Chinese auto company Shanghai Automotive Industry Corporation (SAIC) bought
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a 50 per cent stake in GM India. However, GM bought back most of the 50 per cent interest in its Indian
operations and raised its interest in the venture to 93 per cent in October 2012. GM India presently
manufactures the Chevrolet models Tavera, Optra, Aveo, Aveo U-VA, SAIL U-VA, SRV, Spark and Captiva
for the Indian market at its facilities in Halol, Gujarat and Talegaon, Maharashtra.
GM entered the Indian market with Opel Astra and the Opel Vectra. However, sales of these cars were
under pressure due to tough competition from Honda, Toyota and Hyundai. Opel was perceived to be an
expensive brand; therefore, the company launched the competitively-priced Chevrolet in 2003. Chevrolet
Optra received good response and led to the launch of the multi-utility vehicle, Chevrolet Tavera. GM
entered the dominant small car market in India much later; small car sales account for more than 70
per cent of India’s car market on account of greater cost effectiveness and fuel efficiency. It launched
Chevrolet Spark in 2007 and Chevrolet Beat in January 2010. Beat proved successful in the Indian
market and its sales soared further after the introduction of its diesel version in July 2011.
Figure 10
GM’s sales (no of units) in India
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Figure 11
GM and Ford have emerged among the Top 5
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Overall, GM’s investment in India amounts to over USD1 billion, including USD500 million in 2012 to
expand the vehicle capacity of the Talegaon plant from 140,000 to 160,000 units and engine capacity
from 160,000 units to 300,000 units.
GM India’s strategy focused on penetrating the small car segment with competitively priced products.
The company considers India as a key market, evident from its constant capacity expansion in India.
3.2.2. Ford Motor Company
Incorporated in 1919, Ford Motor Company (Ford) manufactures and distributes automobiles in 200
markets across six continents. The company operates in two sectors: Automotive and Financial Services.
Its Automotive Sector includes Ford North America, Ford South America, Ford Europe and Ford Asia
Pacific Africa. The Financial Services sector operates through two segments: Ford Credit and Other
Financial Services. Ford Credit provides vehicle-related financing, leasing and insurance through the
company's wholly owned subsidiary Ford Motor Credit Co; Other Financial Services segment includes a
variety of businesses, including holding companies and real estate.
Ford entered India through a joint venture with Mahindra & Mahindra (M&M) in 1995 to assemble and
distribute Ford Escort, its first model in India. The company increased its shareholding to 72 per cent in
March 1998 and renamed the subsidiary Ford India Private Limited. The subsidiary currently sells the
all-new Fiesta, Fiesta Classic, New Figo and Endeavour in the Indian market, with a compact SUV
EcoSport in the pipeline. Ford India set up its 250 acre manufacturing plant near Chennai with an
investment of over USD354 million. Today, it has a manufacturing capacity of 100,000 vehicles per year.
As of April 2012, total investments made by Ford since it started out in India in 1995 stood at USD2 billion.
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Establishing India as a regional export hub
Ford has plans to turn its plant at Chennai into a regional hub. In line with this, the facility recently went
through an expansion project, with an increase in production capacity from about 250,000 to 330,000
engines a year. Nearly 40 per cent of the entire products manufactured will be exported overseas. About
80 per cent of the diesel engines manufactured at the Chennai plant would be used to power Ford's
Indian line-up of cars, whereas 90 per cent of the petrol engines would be exported. The company plans
to set up another plant with a total annual capacity of 240,000 units at Sanand, Gujarat by 2014.
Leveraging the IT advantage offered by India
With an aim to leverage India’s IT advantage, Ford set up Ford Information Technology Services India
(FITSI) in Chennai, catering to the software requirements of Ford Motor Company in India and globally.
FITSI develops IT solutions for Ford worldwide. For instance, it developed a web-based customer
relationship service for Ford India, Australia and South Africa. Ford has also shifted the CAD/CAM
development, e-mail processing and application development from its worldwide operations to FITSI. A
separate unit, Ford Business Service Centre (FBSC), services the accounting requirements of Ford
Motor Company globally, including the Asia-Pacific region.
Localisation has been a cornerstone of Ford’s strategy in India. The company’s plan to enter the small
car segment has seen exceptional success, evident from sales of Ford Figo in India. In addition to its
domestic positioning, the company utilises Indian facilities as an export hub for its vehicles and engines.
The Indian automobile sector, which was traditionally driven by small cars, is dominated by Asia-Pacific
auto majors Hyundai, Honda, Toyota and Suzuki, who have garnered a respectable amount of market
share and achieved sophisticated levels of indigenisation in the Indian market. European players have
established themselves as premium brands in the luxury car segment. However, American players have
yet to formulate a strategy to succeed in the competitive Indian auto sector.

3.3. Pharmaceutical
Factors that have encouraged foreign pharmaceutical industry to invest in India are:
100 per cent FDI under the direct route is allowed in the Indian pharmaceutical sector since 2002.
Favourable demographics will fuel the growth of the pharmaceutical sector as disposable income
levels rise, population increases and witness a shift in disease patterns.
The sector will also benefit from growth drivers like increased awareness of health care technology
and focus on accessibility.
The Indian government, along with participation from the private sector, is planning to invest USD1-2
billion to make India one of the top five global pharmaceutical innovation hubs by 2020.
3.3.1. Pfizer Ltd
Founded in 1849, Pfizer Ltd is a US-based multinational pharmaceutical corporation headquartered in
New York City. With revenues of USD59 billion in FY12, the Company is a global leader in the
biopharmaceutical segment. Pfizer’s journey in India started in 1958 when it took over a ‘Ducem’ and
changed its name to Pfizer Pvt Ltd. The company was further renamed as Pfizer Ltd in 1961. In 1989 the
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company launched its anti-artharitic drug Piroxicam under the brand name DOLONEX in the Indian
market. Following the sector’s liberalisation in the early 1990’s, Pfizer formed a 100 per cent subsidiary
in India in 1999 to manufacture high-tech formulations. A spate of acquisitions followed including the
former Parke-Davis (India) in 2003 and Pharmacia Healthcare in 2005. In FY10 the parent company
raised its stake from 41 per cent to 70.8 per cent. Currently the company is headquartered in Mumbai,
and operates through two divisions – pharmaceuticals and clinical services with over 4,000 employees. It
also has a state-of-the-art manufacturing unit in Maharashtra.
Pfizer has retained its ranking (No 12-14) and market share (2.1-2.2 per cent) over 2007-11 In India9. At
present, combined with the recently acquired Wyeth, it is ranked ninth10. Pfizer has also build up a
market leading brand base: Six Pfizer brands feature among the top 100 pharmaceutical brands in India.
Two of Pfizer India's brands - Corex (Cough Formulation) and Becosules (Multivitamin) have continued to
rank among the top 15 pharmaceutical drug brands in India for a while. About 95 brands are marketed
by Pfizer-Wyeth in India. In India, Pfizer Limited (India)’s revenues have grown at a CAGR of 14.1 per cent
in FY09-12 to USD185 million in FY12. It has also made clinical research investments of USD 1.2 million
up till March 2012 in India.
India is one of the priority markets for Pfizer amongst the 70 emerging market countries that it has been
targeting as per its new growth strategy. Pfizer has evolved a unique market specific strategy for the
Indian market including: aggressive launches of its parent company’s latest introductions, selling of
branded generics, internal restructuring and increased market penetration especially tier-II and -III
cities.
Continuously evolving business mix
In the mid-sixties, Pfizer India was mainly into pharmaceuticals, animal health products (recently
transferred to a subsidiary) and medical & research services. Currently the company’s segments have
evolved to include pharmaceuticals (81 per cent of FY12 revenue) and clinical services (7 per cent of FY12
revenues). The transferred animal health products contributed 12 per cent to Pfizer’s FY12 revenue. The
division was transferred as part of a larger animal healthcare business restructuring that the firm is
undertaking globally to focus on the core pharmaceutical business. These steps underline Pfizer’s
larger plan to continuously explore strategic business alternatives to form a portfolio with an optimal
revenue/margin mix.
Hybrid brand-acquisition strategy
Since the mid 2000’s Pfizer has followed a dual brand acquisition plan: a mix of launching new products
from its parent's portfolio as well as acquiring brands locally to strengthen in areas where the company
is weak. Hence the company has continually bought to the market, brands from its global parent in
therapeutic areas where it had a relatively strong market presence. These include cardiovascular,
oncology, antibiotics, the central nervous system (CNS), allergy, cough etc. In areas of relative weakness
the company formed several alliances including with Bayer etc to sure up its flanks.
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Branded generics
Branded generics have been a key growth driver for the company since their launch in FY09. To counter
the impact of pending patent expiries and their impact on growth, Pfizer, changed its business emphasis
to brand-named generics sales in emerging markets. Hence the company began sourcing drugs from
generic manufacturers and has since made several launches of off-patented products of other
companies: The company has been launching about 4-5 brand-named generic products every quarter.
The launches are in areas such as anti-infective, cardiac, CNS, and now include therapeutic categories
like chronic areas, etc. So far Pfizer has launched around 40 such products. It plans to maintain the pace
of such launches going forward. The company realises that margins in branded generics are likely to be
relatively lower as compared to its parent’s product portfolio. However, the company believes increased
advertising campaigns and increasing productivity of the sales field force would help sustain acceptable
margin levels.
Pfizer’s India strategy has seen clinical research investments in India of up to USD1.18 million till March
2012. Since then the parent has committed USD147 million to its pharmaceutical businesses in India.
Pfizer has adopted a strategy of launching brand-named generic drugs for its India operations. In
addition to acquiring local brands to expand foothold in various fields, the company launched products
from its parent company’s portfolio.
3.3.2. Johnson & Johnson
Founded in 1886, Johnson & Johnson (J&J) is a US-based multinational medical device, pharmaceutical
and consumer packaged goods manufacturer headquartered in New Jersey. J&J has over 250
companies located in 57 countries globally and is into several business segments comprised of
franchises and therapeutic categories.
J&J entered India in 1948 by establishing a local company British Drug House that manufactured and
marketed Johnson’s Baby Powder. In 1957, a new company was formed - Johnson & Johnson Limited
and was licensed to manufacture a wide range of consumer and hospital products. In 1959, production
began on the plant located in Mulund, Mumbai. The following decade saw a sharp rise in the company’s
manufacturing capabilities with the opening of two plants in Dharavi and Bhandup in Mumbai. In 1975, a
second manufacturing plant started in Bhandup in Mumbai while an Ethicon plant became operational
in Aurangabad in 1991. The latest manufacturing facilitiy was opened in Baddi in Himachal Pradesh.
Currently, the Company has two manufacturing plants at Baddi and one each at Mulund, Aurangabad,
Deonar, along with four offices at Mumbai, and one each at Chennai, Delhi, and Kolkata. The Company
has a pharma Research and Development (R&D) Center in Mulund, a Global Clinical Operations (GCO)
office in Powai, Mumbai, and a Business Knowledge Center in Pune and Bengaluru.
Currently, J&J's consumer business in India encompasses soaps, shampoo, oil, cream and lotions
under the baby care segment; Stayfree & Carefree sanitary napkins and OB Tampons form the women's
health segment; while Neutrogena cleaners, moisturizers, sun protection creams, Clean & Clear form
the skin-care products segment. Moreover the company now employs more than 2,000 people
compared with the 12 employees in the rolls on incorporation in 1957.
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India is one of the top three markets in the Asia-Pacific region for J&J. The company’s operations in the
Indian market have witnessed double digit growth during 2006-11 with sales reaching over USD560
million in FY11. Key ingredients in J&J’s success in India include:
Product diversification
In 2012, J&J decided to reduce its dependence on its near-generic Johnson's baby care range of
products that have historically made up the majority of revenues (currently around 50 per cent). It now
plans to shift focus to feminine hygiene, skin-care and over-the-counter (OTC) items. In lieu of this, the
company is planning to launch high-margin brands and step up distribution and marketing efforts to
gain market share. The company is also planning to introduce its global portfolio to India.
Simultaneously it is also on the lookout for meaningful acquisitions in the OTC category.
R&D hub
Up until the mid-2000’s, J&J in India was seen mainly as a consumer company. But it has since ramped
up its pharmaceutical activities with the final goal of transforming India into a global hub for its research
and development activities. The company invested USD8 million to open an R&D lab in Maharashtra.
Furthermore it also opened up a pharmaceutical development building with an investment of USD9
million. These new centres develop and test formulations for J&J's novel drugs. Moreover the
innovations are targeted at not only the Indian market but other key J&J markets including US and
Europe as well.
J&J’s success in India can be ascribed to its repute for delivering premium products at reasonable
prices. The Indian R&D and manufacturing centres offer services and products to its global operations.
Already a household name with products such as Band-Aid, Baby Powder and Stayfree, the company is
working to establish a strong presence in India’s pharmaceutical space.
Several US and European companies operate in the Indian pharmaceutical industry. Despite having an
advantage in terms of branded drugs, these companies have resorted to manufacturing generic drugs to
penetrate the Indian market. Some of these companies have diversified their offerings to feminine
hygiene, skincare and baby care products, in which they have a dominant share.

3.4. Electronic Goods
Following factors encourage transnational electronic manufacturers to invest in India:
100 per cent FDI is permitted under automatic route in the electronics sector, with the exception of
aerospace and defence equipment manufacturing.
A National Electronics Hardware Manufacturing Policy is being implemented to encourage setting
up of units in special economic zones and reduction of tariffs and duties to encourage FDI.
Setting up of Electronic Hardware Technology Parks is proposed.
India offers low-cost, efficient and technically skilled workforce for the electronics manufacturing
sector.
Demand for consumer electronics and mobile handsets is high given the rising disposable income.
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3.4.1. Whirlpool
Whirlpool was incorporated in 1911 in the US as a commercial manufacturer of motorised washers. It
has since grown exponentially to be the largest manufacturer and marketer of major home appliances
globally. The parent company has a presence in over 170 countries and manufacturing operations in 13
countries. Whirlpool’s international expansion, which began in 1958 in Brazil, culminated in the 1980s
when it became a global leader.
The company entered India in the late 1980s through a joint venture with the TVS group. The first
Whirlpool washing machine manufacturing facility in India was established in Puducherry. In 1995,
Whirlpool entered the Indian refrigerator market via the acquisition of Kelvinator India Limited. The
following year, Kelvinator and TVS acquisitions were merged to create Whirlpool India. This expanded
the company's portfolio to washing machines, refrigerator, microwave ovens and air conditioners. These
strategic partnerships and acquisitions gave the company market access across the Indian subcontinent.
Currently, Whirlpool India is a leading brand in the home appliances segment. The company owns three
manufacturing facilities at Faridabad, Puducherry and Pune. The company has about 100 brand stores
across India. Whirlpool is also the largest exporter of home appliances from India, with products
exported to South Asia, Asia-Pacific, Latin America and West Asia.
Whirlpool’s revenue from India rose 9.8 per cent y-o-y to USD186.5 million in the first quarter of FY13.
The company reported category-wide topline growth and margin improvement during 2008–11. This was
driven by innovation (eg, Protton 3-door refrigerator, Ace Washstation, top-load washing machine, etc)–
led growth in Whirlpool India’s conventional segments (refrigerators and washers). The company also
made exceptional progress in other non-traditional categories, including air-conditioners and
microwaves. In FY12, Whirlpool was third in the refrigerator market with a 13.8 per cent market share. It
was the third-largest brand in washing machines, fourth-largest brand in microwave ovens, and fifthlargest in air-conditioners.
The company plans to invest approx USD138 million on new product development, marketing and
enhancing infrastructure in the next three years in India. It is also planning to increase its number of
exclusive retail outlets to around 150 from 65. Considering this, the company is eying 25 per cent CAGR
over the next three years to double its revenues to around USD1.1-1.2 billion from USD600 million
clocked in 2011.
Strategy bundle for a heterogeneous market
Whirlpool has the lowest penetration levels in India among its emerging markets, including Brazil, China
and other countries in Southeast Asia. Moreover, the country represents a large and heterogeneous
market, both in terms of economics and demographics: India represents over 200 million households,
while the size of the home appliance market is 15 million. Within this universe, there exists a large ‘mass
India’, a ‘middle India’ with approximately 65 million households, and a ‘premium India’. Hence,
consumer preferences in India tend to be distinctly local at the micro level. Therefore, for Whirlpool to
have a leading market share, it must rightly target each of these consumer segments. Moreover, while
over the last decade, Whirlpool has been very strong in ‘mass’ and ‘middle India’ with significant pricedriven penetration. It has only now opened up to products that address the needs of ‘premium India’.
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This new composite strategy targets to catapult Whirlpool as the market leader in refrigerators and
washing machines within 12–18 months starting FY12.
Whirlpool India adopted the inorganic approach in order to establish a foothold in India. The company
has a dominant position in India’s home appliance segment and plans expansion to achieve its revenue
target of USD1.1–1.2 billion in the near term.
US and European companies have been unable to capture a leading share in India’s consumer
electronic goods segment. The segment has been largely dominated by Asia-Pacific players; the key to
their success is customisation of products to meet local needs. These companies constantly invest in
local R&D to come up with designs suiting Indian requirements.

3.5. Food and Beverage
Factors encouraging global food and beverage companies to invest in India are as follows:
FDI up to 100 per cent is permitted under the automatic route in food (except for alcoholic
beverages), food processing and food-related infrastructure such as food parks and cold storage
chains.
Since 2006, a steady consolidation of the regulatory environment around food standards has ensued
in India. Establishment of the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) as an
independent statutory authority acting as the single reference point has improved the ease of doing
business.
India’s 12th Five-Year Plan (2012–17) aims at providing a fresh impetus to the agriculture and food
processing industry. It is targeting an annual output growth of 4 per cent over the next five years,
which bodes well for the entire food industry value chain.
The Ministry of Food Processing Industries has taken various steps to boost the sector, which
broadly include: inclusion in the priority sectors for lending, easing of the licensing regime,
structured tax and duty reliefs, etc.
The export-oriented food units are given numerous concessions under the Export-Import Policy,
such as duty-free import of capital goods and certain raw materials, and tax relief for export
incomes.
3.5.1. The Coco-Cola Company
Founded in 1886, the Coca-Cola Company is an American beverage company. The company has grown
from selling nine drinks a day to over 1.7 billion beverages daily. The company owns four of the world’s
top five soft drinks: Coca-Cola, Diet Coke, Fanta and Sprite. In addition to carbonated drinks, Coca-Cola
owns and sells juice drinks, energy & sports drinks and ready-to-drink teas & coffees, totalling 500
beverage brands. Backed by the largest beverage distribution system globally, the company has
extended its reach to customers in over 200 countries.
The Coca-Cola Company re-entered India in 1992 through its wholly owned subsidiary, Coca-Cola India
Private Limited. It re-launched Coca-Cola the following year. Since then, its operations have grown
rapidly and now include over 7,000 Indian distributors and more than 1.7 million retailers. The Coca-Cola
Company owns some of the leading market brands in the beverage sector across India: Coca-Cola,
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Fanta Orange, Limca, Sprite, Thums Up, Burn, Kinley, Maaza, Minute Maid Pulpy Orange, Minute Maid
Nimbu Fresh, and the Georgia Gold range of tea and coffee. The company has over 3,300 beverages in
its Indian portfolio.
The Coca-Cola Company has invested nearly USD2 billion in its operations in India since 1992. The CocaCola system in India directly employs over 25,000 and has created indirect employment for more than
1,50,000 people in associated industries through its vast procurement, supply and distribution systems.
The Indian operations comprise 57 bottling plants owned by the company as well as franchisees.
Moreover, a network of 21 contract packers manufacture a range of products for the company.
India ranks among the top 12 global markets in volume terms for the company. It is the largest market
in the Eurasia and Africa Group. In revenue terms, the Indian subsidiary has registered growth in 27
consecutive quarters. Coca-Cola India has registered unit case volume growth in India for the past 23
quarters, 17 of which have seen double-digit growth. Two of the company's core sparkling brands –
Thums Up and Sprite – are the country's top selling soft drink brands. The carbonated beverages market
in India is estimated at USD1.1-1.3 billion in size. As per the Ministry of Food Processing Industries,
Thums Up commands a 29 per cent share, followed by Coca-Cola at 25 per cent and Pepsi at 18 per cent.
In the Indian soda market, Coke accounts for 60 per cent of the market and Pepsi for 37 per cent, as per
a 2011 Euromonitor report.
The primary drivers of the company’s growth in the last two decades have been product innovation,
aggressive distribution set up, apt marketing and correct pricing strategies.
Early scale-up
The company’s acquisition of brands such as Thums up, Limca and Gold Spot gave Coca-Cola India early
access to the market and better infrastructure. As per industry estimates, the acquisitions of Parlé’s
homegrown brands alone gave the company a claim to over 70 per cent of the market. This immediate
scaling gave a twin boost to Coca-Cola’s operations. This gave a supply side edge in the company’s
endeavour to catch up with its primary rival Pepsi Co, which was already established given its first mover
advantage. It also led to early consolidation in the industry growth cycle, which ensured that local brands
were rendered insignificant in the market. This included more than 50 Indian soft drink brands and
around 200 functional production plants.
Rural presence
Coca-Cola India made a consistent effort on its part to align its product with Indian culture and traditions.
It targeted better rural penetration and more touch points in existing markets in order to drive market
share. For instance, Coca-Cola recently increased retail presence to 1.7 million from 1.5 million.
Furthermore, the company has rightly identified that given the untapped nature of Indian rural interiors,
entry to any new one adds directly to volume sales. This is crucial in a highly saturated market.
Sustainable community model
Coca-Cola India has consciously projected itself as a brand that wants to grow along with the society.
Hence, a variety of community development projects have been undertaken: Coca-Cola India’s Parvartan
Program trains local Kirana store owners in good business practices. The company has distributed
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Solar water cooler “ekocool” to female retailers in remote areas of Uttar Pradesh. Also, the company
has undertaken over 500 rain water harvesting structures in 22 states of the country. This soft projection
aids the company’s brand sustainability in the long run.
Future investment
In 2012, The Coca-Cola Co announced a further USD3 billion (over and above the USD2 billion previously
announced) in investment in India over the next eight years. This capital is largely targeted at the
country's fast-growing non-alcoholic ready-to-drink (NARTD) beverage market.
The Coca-Cola Company’s growth strategy in India has been focused on innovation for the Indian
audience, aggressive distribution, effective marketing and affordable pricing. Through this, the company
has been able to capture the largest share in India’s soda market. Coca-Cola has earmarked USD3
billion in investments in its Indian operations for the coming eight years.
3.5.2. PepsiCo
PepsiCo is a leading global food and beverage company with net revenues of more than USD65 billion.
Its extensive product portfolio includes 22 brands with annual retail sales greater than USD1 billion.
The company entered India in 1989 via a joint venture with Parle Agro and Voltas India Ltd. It has since
grown to become one of the largest and fastest growing food and beverage players in India. The
company presently employs 6,400 people and provides indirect employment to almost 2,00,000 people.
PepsiCo is headquartered in Gurgaon, Haryana, and has 38 bottling plants (both owned and franchised),
three food plants (owned) across India. PepsiCo India’s diverse portfolio includes brands like Pepsi, Lay’s,
Kurkure, Tropicana, Gatorade and Quaker.
PepsiCo India has become a consistent driver of PepsiCo’s global growth. Within two decades, the
company has been able to organically grow eight USD180 million plus brands in India. The company’s
Indian revenues have expanded from USD700 million in 2004 to around USD837.5 million in 2011.
PepsiCo has proven to be one of the largest US multinational investors in the country, with an
investment of over USD1 billion since inception. The key ingredients for the company’s success are the
following:
Business repositioning
In mid 2000s, PepsiCo India brought a step change to realign itself as not mere a soft drink
manufacturer but as a food and beverages company. Thus, the company started focussing on promoting
its snacks and health food business across India. Subsequently, the share of snacks in PepsiCo India’s
revenue grew from 15 per cent to nearly 45 per cent between FY09 and FY11. In the same period, Pepsi’s
beverages business advanced at a CAGR of 22 per cent, but its segment profit went down from USD10
million to USD0.8 million. Hence, this move ensured that PepsiCo had a broader portfolio than only
beverages held by its primary competitor, The Coca-Cola Co.
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Localisation (product)
The company has taken systematic steps towards going local with its overall product offerings
(particularly snacks). Some of the key product roll outs include salty finger snack ‘Kurkure’, baked chips
‘Aliva’, potato chips Lay’s with local flavours, and re-launch of the long acquired Duke’s soft drinks in
Mumbai. These offerings are in addition to the totally locally acquired snack brands, including ‘Lehar’
and ‘Uncle Chipps’. The company is also working on adding fresh variants of its existing products in
different geographies across India. Hence, it has introduced regional variants of Kurkure (Punjabi Tadka,
Bengal Jhaal, Rajma and Daal flavours). Gluco Plus is being test marketed in Maharashtra, while Lehar
Iron Chusti in Andhra Pradesh. Similarly, Uncle Chipps is being pushed vigorously in North India. The
company’s aggressive push into regional products in India’s diversified marketplace has yielded
significant results, with the company’s dependency on traditional beverage sector greatly reduced.
Localisation (supply)
PepsiCo’s Indian business is not just about selling localised products, but also inculcating active
localisation at the production stage. The company became involved in contract farming as a government
pre-condition to its entry in India; however, the process continued ever since. Presently, the company
works with over 24,000 contract farmers (across nine states) who cultivate potatoes and paddy for it. In
FY12, Pepsi bought over 200,000 tonnes of potatoes and intends to increase this number by 20 per cent
in FY13. It also grows other crops that can be used in the food business such as chillies, oats, paddy and
potatoes. This partnership model has helped PepsiCo scale-up at an accelerated pace in its endeavour
to localise and diversify.
Planned Indian operations ramp up
PepsiCo envisions India as a key growth market and is keen on leveraging the current market
opportunity. It aims to double its revenue every five years, with the intention of reaching USD7-7.4 billion
in revenue by 2020. Hence, India is likely to see investment inflow upwards of USD500 million over the
next three years. As a result, PepsiCo is likely to provide direct and indirect employment to an additional
50,000 people.
PepsiCo India successfully lessened its dependence on beverages by expanding its offerings into the
snacks and health food business. The key to the company’s success was the launch of unique products
targeting the Indian consumer base. PepsiCo India remains committed to its Indian operations, evident
from its large-scale investments in achieving localisation in downstream production processes.
3.5.3. McCain Foods
McCain Foods Ltd is the world's largest producer of french fries and potato specialities, employing over
19,000 people and having an annual turnover of around USD7 billion. The company’s products are
marketed in 160 countries from around 50 manufacturing facilities around the world.
McCain Foods (India) is a wholly owned subsidiary of the company. Since 1998, it is engaged in
agriculture R&D and in development of frozen food market in India and other countries in the
subcontinent. McCain products are used by leading fast food chains, hotels, restaurants, catering
companies and are popular for in-home consumption. The company’s Indian product basket includes
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globally accepted products such as McCain French Fries and McCain Smiles. Also marketed are local
products including McCain Aloo Tikki, Idli Sambar Combo, and real cheese appetisers like McCain
Cheese & Jalapeno Nuggets and Potato Cheese Shotz.
As per the company, the Indian frozen food and snacks market is currently worth around USD185 million,
and McCain boasts of a 25 per cent market share. In the vegetarian segment, which is estimated to
constitute around half of the frozen foods and snacks market value at USD92 million, the company has a
60 per cent share. The company’s main potato processing plant in India (annual capacity to process
40,000 tonnes of potato) is located in Mehsana district of Gujarat. The plant was built with an initial
investment of USD35 million. The company works with 1,200 contract farmers over 4,000 acres of land
in Gujarat to cultivate processed quality potatoes for its plant. McCain also has a significant retail
presence in the country spanning 5,500 outlets (including both modern retail outlets and traditional
stores). McCain Foods India plans to invest USD69 million at the plant in Gujarat, with investments
rolling in from October 2013. The company realises that variety, affordability, availability, product
differentiation (via innovation) and brand-building will be the key to its goal of expanding in India.
Direct promotion strategies
The concept of frozen foods in India is still evolving. Moreover, frozen foods are a low penetration
category and require continuous efforts and engagement with consumers. In this direction, McCain has
expanded the frozen food distribution network to make its products widely available at multiple retail
points. It has created an integrated approach for promoting the experience of frozen foods through trials,
large-scale samplings events at points of sale and other direct advertising campaigns. The company is
also actively engaged in organising food shows, consumer exhibitions and customised consumer contact
programmes in various cities, with the idea that this will boost adoption of frozen foods across the Indian
demographic. McCain is also continuously expanding its distribution network and improving product
availability.
Stay local grow local
Aiming to garner an even higher share of the Indian ready-to-eat (RTE) frozen foods markets, McCain
Foods is further strengthening its product range to cater to Indian tastes and sensibilities. The R&D arm
of McCain is continuously engaged in trials of new products and developing new applications for food
service. The company’s latest product tailored for the Indian market is the McCain RTE Idli Sambar
Combo Pack. Other successful customised McCain products developed from McCain’s Indian production
line include McCain Aloo Tikki and Tandoori Veggie Nuggets.
Localisation is the keystone of McCain’s strategy for India. Since inception, the company has invested in
R&D in agriculture and developing new products catering to Indian consumers. The company has played
a key role in promoting the usage of frozen foods in India.
Several US and European players operate in the Indian food & beverage segment. The ability of all these
companies to adapt and modify their offerings as per India’s requirements contributed greatly to their
success. Moreover, these companies have invested significantly in R&D, marketing, and setting up
distribution networks in the country. While Western companies are well positioned in the Indian market,
Asia-Pacific and Middle Eastern players have yet to gain traction.
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3.6. Engineering and Construction
US–based companies Caterpillar, GE and Honeywell are prominent players in the Indian engineering
space. Factors that have encouraged foreign engineering companies to invest in India are:
Government of India allows FDI of up to 100 per cent in the engineering and capital goods sector.
No industrial licence is required for the sector.
No upper limit to payments for transfer of technology, design & drawing, royalty, etc. to foreign
collaborator imports and exports is allowed freely.
3.6.1. Caterpillar
Caterpillar is the world's leading manufacturer of construction and mining equipment, diesel and
natural gas engines, industrial gas turbines and diesel-electric locomotives. The company recorded
revenues of USD65.9 billion in the year ended 31 December 2012, up 9.5 per cent from the previous year.
Caterpillar India Pvt Ltd operates as a subsidiary of Caterpillar, Inc. The company has been active in
India since the 1930s. Currently, it has four manufacturing facilities at Hosur, Thiruvallur, Puducherry
and Aurangabad; a logistics services base, a valued accounting and related shared services centre at
Bengaluru; and an R&D centre at Chennai. Caterpillar has two dealers in India – GMMCO and Tractors
India Private Limited (TIPL) – that offer business solutions ranging from consultancy for choosing the
right product to round-the-clock on-site support. Caterpillar’s various facilities in India include:
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Advanced Components and Systems Division, located in Hosur, Tamil Nadu, manufactures Small
Drivetrain Transmissions that assemble into Backhoe Loaders (BHL) and Small Wheel Loaders. The
plant supplies to the Building Construction Products (BCP) division located in Thiruvallur (Tamil
Nadu) and Clayton, besides catering to original equipment manufacturer (OEMs) based in India.
Caterpillar India Pvt Ltd is also situated in Hosur. It packages low-cost, high-efficiency diesel
generators in the range of 600–2,000 kilovolt-amps (KVA) of both CAT and FG Wilson brands.
The BCP division, located in Thiruvallur, Tamil Nadu, produces 424B BHL, which is currently among
the top three brands in the BHL industry in India. These machines are used in various applications
such as small and large-scale construction, quarry aggregates, agriculture, pipe laying, process
industries and solid waste management. BCP currently employs nearly 300 people.
The Integrated Manufacturing Operations Division, also located in Thiruvallur, Tamil Nadu, employs
more than 1,000 people and produces Wheel Loaders, BHL, and Quarry and Mining Trucks. The
facility has been recently upgraded to manufacture off-highway trucks for global supply.
CIPL, FG Wilson Division, situated in Pondicherry, was previously known as 'FG Wilson Generators
India Private Limited'. It was subsequently amalgamated with Caterpillar India. It packages low-cost,
high-efficiency 500-KVA utility diesel generators of both CAT and FG Wilson brands, with soundproof
enclosures to cater to the local markets.
Situated in Aurangabad, Perkins India Private Ltd supplies off-highway diesel and gas engines in the
4–2,000 kW (5–2,800 hp) market. At 2,500 kVA, the 4000 Series is the largest and most powerful
engine built by Perkins. In June 2013, Perkins will manufacture its 4000 Series range of engines in
Aurangabad. Construction work at the Aurangabad facility is currently underway, and once
operational, it will employ more than 450 people, to manufacture engines for Perkins electric power
customers in the Asia-Pacific region.
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6. Caterpillar established a service centre in Bengaluru, India, which together with a facility in China
forms Asia-Pacific Shared Services (APSS). The two facilities have played a key role in supporting 51
ledgers and covering over 90 per cent of machine and engine sales & transfers in the region. APSS
is recognised for providing significant value addition and low-cost services. Services provided include
general accounting, statutory reporting, accounts payable, global travel reporting, payroll (local &
ISE payroll), tax compliance, trade compliance, miscellaneous invoicing and Caterpillar India incentive management.
7. Caterpillar India Engineering Design Center, based out of Chennai, employs about 900 engineers. It
provides comprehensive product development and associated engineering services (Design, Virtual
Validation and Virtual Manufacturing) to more than 40 business units across the globe. The Design
Center has collaborated with leading technical universities (Indian Institute of Technology, Chennai,
and Anna University) to support the enterprise in R&D in the areas of Emission, Engine Performance
Simulation and Transportation.
Benefitting from surging infrastructure investments in India
Caterpillar has made substantial investments in India to expand its manufacturing capacity to be able to
meet the requirements created by surging infrastructure investments in the country. By November 2011,
the company had invested USD1.0 billion in India. It announced further investments of USD212.0 million
comprising establishment of a new unit in Aurangabad in Maharashtra to make Perkins brand of 4000
series engines for electric power applications, and to increase the off-highway mining truck capacity at
the Thiruvallur plant near Chennai. By expanding its manufacturing footprint in India, Caterpillar aims to
provide Indian customers reliable heavy-duty vehicles, thus ensuring completion of their construction
jobs in a highly efficient manner.
India as a manufacturing base for other emerging markets
In addition to catering to the domestic requirement, the company aims to use its Indian facilities to
export to other emerging markets. Caterpillar has been exporting a significant percentage of its
production in India to other markets. For instance, 90 per cent of the trucks manufactured at its Tamil
Nadu facility are exported to ASEAN markets.
Since establishment in India, Caterpillar has constantly invested in setting up manufacturing, R&D and
servicing operations in the country owing to growth from Indian operations. Strategically located, its
Indian production facilities also cater to demand from international markets.
3.6.2. General Electric
Incorporated in April 1892, General Electric Co (GE) operates through four segments: Energy,
Technology Infrastructure, Capital Finance and Consumer & Industrial. Its products and services range
from aircraft engines, power generation, water processing and household appliances to medical
imaging, business and consumer financing, and industrial products. It serves customers in more than
100 countries.
GE first set foot in India in 1902, and today, all of the company’s businesses have a presence in the
country. GE’s presence in India comprises GE Energy (GE Oil & Gas, GE Power & Water and GE Energy
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Management), GE Capital, GE Transportation, GE Aviation, GE Healthcare, GE Lighting, GE Appliances
and GE Intelligent Platforms.
Figure 12
GE – Timeline of investments and key achievements in India

Source: IBEF
BHEL: Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd, SBI: State Bank of India, JFWTC:John F. Welch Technology Centre

GE generates revenues of about USD2.8 billion and employs about 14,500 people in India
The company expects revenues from its Indian business to grow 15–20 per cent on a sustainable basis.
GE exports over USD1 billion in products and services from India.
GE has set up two R&D centres in the country: John F Welch Technology Center (JFWTC), Bangalore,
and Hyderabad Technology Centre (HTC). The JFWTC is GE’s largest integrated multidisciplinary R&D
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centre, and the first to be located outside the US. Over 4,000 scientists, researchers and engineers work
on R&D projects in the energy, transportation, aviation, healthcare, consumer and industrial, financial
and entertainment business at the centre. Over the last decade, the work done by inventors at the centre
alone has resulted in over 1,500 patents being filed by GE. The key technologies that the centre has
worked on during the tenure include a Powerhaul Locomotive that serves the transportation sector, the
new baseline turbofan engine called LEAP-X for the aviation industry, healthcare products such as the
Lullaby Infant Warmer, and MAC 400 Ultra-portable ECG, among others.
The HTC, a part of Energy Engineering Division & India Engineering operations, is a global engineering
team located at Hyderabad. It began as a 185-member Energy Engineering team in 2006. In the five
years since its inception, HTC has undergone strong growth and become a hub for excellence in
technology from “Exploration to Utilisation” of energy. The 750+ team has made rapid strides in creating
Intellectual Property for GE’s Energy business and filed many patents since 2008 and has many more in
the pipeline.
Low-cost innovation in healthcare to compete locally
GE Healthcare has been working extensively to create cost-effective products for India and other
emerging markets. For instance, GE’s Mac I, an electrocardiography (ECG) machine, is a low-cost
portable unit developed at GE’s technology centre in India. It addresses the growing rate of
cardiovascular disease locally. The company invested about USD50 million during May-June 2011 for
developing 30 odd low-cost products in various sectors such as positron emission tomography–
computerised tomography (PET-CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners and ventilation,
among others; the products are scheduled to launch over a three-year period from its Bangalore centre.
Thus, the company is trying to compete in India with essential healthcare products at lower price points
and simpler technology.
GE’s focus on localising products and turning India into an export base
GE is working to engineer, design and manufacture products for the Indian market such that these can
be sold across the globe. The India unit is actively looking at the country as a manufacturing hub for a
range of export products, while capitalising on lower input costs incurred in manufacturing. For instance,
GE has tied up with Triveni Engineering and Industries Ltd to manufacture steam turbines in the 30–
100MW range. These steam turbines will be exported to markets in West Asia, Indonesia, Europe and
Latin America, besides being sold to captive and utility power plants in India.
GE India’s success can be ascribed to development of low-cost, innovative products catering to Indian
requirements. The success of these cost-effective products in the Indian market has led to their export
to markets abroad, making India a manufacturing base for the company.
3.6.3. Honeywell India
Honeywell International (Honeywell) is a Fortune 100 global diversified technology and manufacturing
company. Incorporated in November 1985, it operates through four business segments: Aerospace,
Automation and Control Solutions, Performance Materials and Technologies, and Transportation
Systems. With a workforce of 122,000 in more than 100 countries, Honeywell serves customers
worldwide with aerospace products and services; control, sensing and security technologies for
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buildings, homes and industry; turbochargers; automotive products; specialty chemicals; electronic and
advanced materials; process technology for refining and petrochemicals; and energy-efficient products
and solutions for homes, business and transportation.
Each of the company’s four businesses – Aerospace, Automation and Control Solutions, Transportation
Systems and Specialty Materials – has operations in India. Honeywell has set up manufacturing and
engineering operations for its automation, turbocharger and refining businesses. It also operates its
global centres of excellence for research, product development and innovation in India. Honeywell
directly employs more than 10,000 people in Delhi, Pune, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai, Gurgaon,
Madurai and other cities.
Honeywell's presence in Pune includes the USD120 million Honeywell Automation India Ltd, with over
2,500 employees; and Honeywell Turbo Technologies Pvt Ltd, which is a 100 per cent subsidiary of the
parent company. Honeywell Automation is the first automation company in India to be awarded dual
certification of ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001. Honeywell Turbo Technologies has a USD10 million
manufacturing plant with the capacity to build 125,000 turbochargers; the company plans to increase its
capacity to up to 500,000 units. In Gurgaon, Honeywell’s teams support the Aerospace, Specialty
Chemicals and Fire business groups. The company also has a call centre which engages in providing
customer support and the Automation and Control Solutions business in the US. In Bangalore,
Honeywell's Technology Solutions Lab (HTSL) started operations as an ‘offshore development centre'.
Today, it provides Product Solutions & Analytics, New Product Introduction, Advanced Research and
Technology, and IT & Business Process Solutions support to Honeywell businesses across the globe. It
is a SEI CMMI Level 5 company and has filed more than 50 patents so far. In addition, HTSL secured the
fourth rank in the ‘Great Places to Work’ survey conducted by the Great Place To Work Institute, USA, in
association with Business World India.
Leveraging the talent pool and growing Indian market
India has been providing Honeywell with a fast-growing pool of skilled human resources. And the
company is using this to its advantage – the number of people employed by Honeywell India is second
only to the US. Honeywell also recognises the potential volume of business that can be generated by
India. While it currently generates around USD500 million of the total revenue of USD33–34 billion in
India, the company expects rapid growth in the future. It is also ramping up exports from India. For
instance, Honeywell started making turbochargers for companies like Tata and Mahindra in Pune.
Currently, these turbochargers are also exported to Thailand and Europe, among others. In Pune, the
production volume of turbochargers doubled from 400,000 in 2009 to 800,000 in 2010, which increased
to 1.5 million in 2011.
Honeywell India has used India’s skilled labour to its advantage. The company is now using India as an
export centre as the country offers cost advantages, not only in terms of workforce but also production.
Honeywell’s Indian arm generates nearly equal revenues from exports and domestic businesses.
Key factors driving companies from advanced economies of the US and Europe into the Indian
engineering and construction space is the cost-competitive manpower, R&D and manufacturing abilities
as well as the huge investment opportunity offered by the country. While these companies’ strategies
focus on innovating high-technology products for clients across sectors such as healthcare, energy,
power and oil & gas, Asia-Pacific and Middle Eastern peers have primarily catered to demands from
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large-scale infrastructure projects in India. Gulf and Asia-Pacific companies are keen to recreate the
success achieved in their domestic markets in India.

3.7. Financial Services
US–based Morgan Stanley, Prudential Financial and Citigroup are among the important North American
financial services providers operating in India. Following factors have led to these companies investing in
India:
Government of India allows FDI of up to 74 per cent in the private banking sector. FDI of up to 49 per
cent is allowed through automatic route, and FDI beyond 49 per cent but up to 74 per cent is allowed
through government approval route.
Foreign banks are permitted to have either branches or subsidiaries. Foreign banks regulated by
banking supervisory authority in the home country and meeting Reserve Bank‘s licensing criteria are
allowed to hold 100 per cent of paid up capital to enable them to set up a wholly owned subsidiary in
India.
FDI in public banking sector of India is allowed up to 20 per cent (FDI and Portfolio Investment)
through government approval route.
3.7.1. Citigroup
Citigroup Inc (Citigroup) is a global diversified financial services holding company. It provides consumers,
corporations, governments and institutions with a broad range of financial products and services,
including consumer banking and credit, corporate and investment banking, securities brokerage,
transaction services and wealth management. The company operates in two segments: Citicorp, which
consists of the company’s Global Consumer Banking businesses and Institutional Clients Group, and Citi
Holdings, which consists of Brokerage and Asset Management, Local Consumer Lending, and Special
Asset Pool. The company has approximately 200 million customer accounts and does business in more
than 160 countries and jurisdictions.
Citi began operations in India in 1902 and, today, it is the single largest foreign direct investor in the
financial services industry in India. The total capital employed in Citi’s banking and financial services
operations in India, including retained earnings is in excess of USD3.0 billion. Citi employs around 7,900
professionals and operates 42 retail branches in 30 cities serving about 2 million credit card customers.
Citi also banks more than 45,000 businesses, ranging from multinationals, local corporate houses and
local commercial banks to small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
Since its inception, Citi's growth has been closely linked with that of the country. Its milestones include
the financing of the first Boeing aircraft in 1971, launch of retail banking in 1985, issuance of the first
credit card in 1990, and launch of internet banking in 1999. As promoter-shareholder, Citi has played a
leading role in establishing important market intermediaries such as depositories, credit bureau,
clearing and payment institutions. Citi also helped lay the foundation of the Indian software industry by
establishing Citicorp Overseas Software Limited in 1984 and Iflex Solutions Limited in 1991. Citi
pioneered the ITeS industry in financial services through Citigroup Global Services Limited (CGSL).
Oracle acquired Iflex in 2005 and Tata Consultancy Services acquired CGSL in 2008.
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Citi India's products and services are organised under two major segments: Institutional Clients Group
(ICG) and Global Consumer Group (GCG). The ICG serves Citi's products, services and execution through
four major client groups: Global Banking, Global Markets, Global Transaction Services, and Citi
Investment Research & Analysis. Citi Private Bank is also a division of the ICG. Under GCG, Citi India
offers the full range of consumer banking products and services. Currently, Citi has over 2 million cards
in force, making it one of the leading card issuers in India. Citi Wealth Advisors is its broker-dealer
platform for retail clients.
Figure 13
Citi – Timeline of launch of innovative practices in India

Source: Citibank India

A few of Citi’s landmark investment banking deals in India are:
In November 2011, BG Group PLC agreed to sell its 65.12 per cent controlling interest in Gujarat Gas
Company Limited – India's largest private sector natural gas distribution company – to a subsidiary
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of Gujarat State Petroleum Corporation Group for a consideration of USD470 million. Citi is acting as
the Exclusive Financial Advisor to BG Group on the transaction.
Citi acted as lead financial advisor to United Breweries (Holdings) Ltd and United Spirits Ltd ("USL")
on the transaction involving Diageo PLC acquiring a stake in USL, through a combination of primary
and secondary shares, announced in November 2012. On completion of the share purchases and in
the event that the tender offer is fully subscribed, Diageo will hold 53.4 per cent of the enlarged USL.
This landmark partnership is the largest Inbound M&A transaction into India in the last 18 months
and one of the largest Inbound M&A transactions ever in India.
Citi, acting as joint bookrunner, priced a successful USD250 million re-opening of ICICI Bank's 4.70
per cent notes due in 2018, in August 2012. The transaction saw strong investor demand with an
oversubscription of 5.6x with participation from over 140 investors. Citi stated that it was the only
bank to have led 15 out of 15 US dollar bond transactions out of India in 2012 and continues to hold
the top spot in the G3 debt capital markets league table since 2010.
Citi India, acting as joint bookrunner, priced an inaugural USD500 million 10-year USD senior
unsecured bond offering for Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited in October 2012. Key highlights
of the transaction include largest order book oversubscription seen from an Indian issuer in 2012 at
15.0x with 325 investors participating, excellent spread contraction, and priced at the lowest spread
vs. US Treasury among all 10-year bond issuances out of India in 2012.
Citi India, acting as a selling broker in late 2012 for Government of India (GoI), raised ~USD1.1 billion
by monetising GOI's 10 per cent stake in India's largest iron ore mining company, NMDC Limited
("NMDC"). This trade was done through the Offer For Sale (OFS) format and was Citi's second
consecutive equity offering for NMDC. Some of the key highlights of transaction are: the secondlargest OFS executed in 2012, third-largest equity deal in Indian capital markets in 2012, and the deal
gained early momentum upon launch and witnessed a good response from both foreign and
domestic institutions, with total demand aggregating to ~USD1.8 billion.
Focus on growing the consumer banking division
In consumer banking, Citibank plans to rebuild its Indian loan book, after shrinking it for three years, by
focussing on the growing middle-income segment in the country. The company plans to target
professional and self-employed Indians in urban areas who are earning USD6,258-31,289 (INR300,0001,500,000) per year11; the segment is expected to grow 9 per cent annually. Citi estimates that revenues
for Indian banks from the emerging affluent will double to USD31 billion (around INR1.5 trillion) by 2015.
As per the bank, total inward remittances by 13 million global NRIs stand at USD55 billion and are
increasing about 16 per cent every year.
Citi has been a pioneer in India’s finance sector. In India, the company was the first to finance a Boeing
aircraft, launch retail banking and internet banking, and issue credit cards. The company also helped
establish the Indian software industry. Citi’s commitment to India is evident from its huge investments in
the nation.
3.7.2. Morgan Stanley
Incorporated in January 1981, Morgan Stanley is a global financial services company operating in three
segments: Institutional Securities, Asset Management and Global Wealth Management Group. The
11

Source: Livemint “Citi tweaks India strategy to get on to growth path” 05 March 2012
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company’s Institutional Securities division includes M&A advisory, restructuring, real estate, project
finance, capital raising, equity and fixed income sales and trading, and corporate lending. Asset
Management includes institutional investment products and mutual funds across fixed income,
equity and alternative investments, while global wealth management involves financial planning
and wealth management services, annuities and insurance, and brokerage and investment advisory
services.
Morgan Stanley has a large presence in India and is engaged in a broad range of financial services. The
firm forayed into India in 1999 and currently functions through various subsidiaries in the country. From
1999 until October 2007, Morgan Stanley operated two joint ventures with JM Financial Group, under the
name of JM Morgan Stanley. Beginning October 2007, Morgan Stanley started expanding its own fully
owned premier investment banking and sales & trading platform in India, under the name of Morgan
Stanley India Company Private Limited. It provides a complete range of investment banking, sales &
trading, fixed income, commodities and derivative products, and research services. Morgan Stanley
Investment Management (MSIM) provides customised asset management services and products to
governments, corporations, pension funds, non-profit organisations, high-net-worth individuals, and
retail investors worldwide. Under the brand Morgan Stanley Mutual Fund, it operates several domestic
mutual fund products for retail investors in India.
In September 2008, Morgan Stanley began offering its Private Wealth Management services to high-networth investors in India. The unit, with approximately USD800 million of assets under management,
offered investment advisory services in equity, fixed income and private equity and accounted for
approximately 5 per cent of Morgan Stanley India’s revenues in 2012. Furthermore, Morgan Stanley
Advantage Services (MSAS) and Morgan Stanley Solutions India (MSSI) support Morgan Stanley's
Institutional Services, Wealth Management and Asset Management businesses.
In May 2013, Morgan Stanley announced plans to sell its wealth management unit in India to Standard
Chartered. The decision to sell the business is part of its plans to increase focus on other areas of
business in India, including core institutional securities, investment banking and asset management.
However, Morgan Stanley will continue to run its investment bank in India and stay registered as a nonbanking finance company with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
Morgan Stanley has established a strong portfolio of offerings spanning the entire range of financial
services in India. The company’s global knowledge with local expertise has helped it deliver good
performance to clients, investors and corporations.
3.7.3. Prudential Financial
Prudential Financial is a financial service provider with more than USD1 trillion of assets under
management as of 31 March 2013. With operations in the US, Asia, Europe and Latin America, the
company helps individual and institutional customers grow and protect their wealth through various
products and services, including life insurance, annuities, retirement-related services, mutual funds and
investment management. The company conducts its principal businesses through three divisions: the
US Retirement Solutions and Investment Management Division, the US Individual Life and Group
Insurance Division, and the International Insurance Division. It also conducts other activities in Corporate
and Other operations. Prudential Financial is headquartered in Newark, New Jersey.
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In India, the company has an established presence in Gurgaon and Mumbai. DLF Pramerica Life
Insurance Co Ltd (DPLI) is a joint venture between DLF Limited, and PFI International Insurance
Holdings, a subsidiary of Prudential Financial. Headquartered in Gurgaon, DPLI started operations in
September 2008 and is focussed on providing innovative products to address diverse needs of Indian
consumers. The company has a strong network of 47 branch offices and 80 branch units in India. DPLI’s
portfolio includes 17 insurance products, which were built with a focus on offering value products to
bridge customer demands. Owing to India’s untapped potential, DPLI plans to penetrate Tier II and Tier
III cities.
Moreover, Pramerica Asset Managers offer investment management and mutual fund products and
services to Indian investors under the brand – Pramerica Mutual Fund. Headquartered in Mumbai,
Pramerica Mutual Fund provides a growing range of mutual fund and investment products to Indian
retail and institutional investors.
As India has immense potential for investments, banking & financial services companies from across
the world have established presence in India. Interestingly, the US players have pioneered several
service offerings in India. All these companies achieved success as they developed unique products for
Indian consumers.

3.8. Others
Aviation company Bombardier, consulting firms Deloitte and Accenture and direct-selling FMCG giant
Amway are among other companies that have succeeded in the Indian market place. Agropur is a
Canada-based dairy co-operative, which has announced plans to enter the Indian markets. Current
presence and strategies for further growth of these companies are discussed below.
3.8.1. Bombardier
Bombardier, Inc is a global corporation headquartered in Canada. It is the world-leading manufacturer
and innovative solutions provider for the transportation sector. It builds commercial aircrafts, business
jets, rail transportation equipment, systems and services. The company’s revenues in 2012 reached over
USD16 billion. Its two functional divisions include:
Bombardier Aerospace
It designs, manufactures and supports aviation products for the business, commercial, specialised and
amphibious aircraft markets. The division holds the number one position in business and regional
aircraft market, globally. Its product portfolio includes Learjet, Challenger, Global, CRJ Series, Q-Series,
Bombardier 415 and the new CSeries. In India, the division managed to break in to the 20- to 149-seat
commercial aircraft market with a USD446 million order from SpiceJet airlines in 2010. It has also
established collaborative agreements with two Indian companies: Mahindra Satyam employs 410
engineers to support (stress analysis to detailed design) Bombardier’s engineering operations on
aerospace projects and Capgemini employs 280 people to look after Bombardier’s technical
publications.
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Bombardier transportation
Bombardier Transportation is the global leader in the rail industry. It has 64 production and engineering
sites in 26 countries along with 19 service centres. The division employs over 35,000 people and
currently has 100,000 vehicles in operation worldwide.
Bombardier Transportation has been investing for more than four decades in the Indian Railways. The
key milestone in its relationship with the Indian Railways was the award of a contract in 1993 to design
and build electric mainline passenger and freight locomotives. The company also signed a technology
transfer agreement for the manufacture of locomotives in India. It has since supplied the Indian Railways
with technologically advanced rail products, such as the WAP5, WAG9, and the Mumbai Traffic
Management System. It is also the first foreign multinational company with the capacity to manufacture
complete railway vehicles in India, including bogies and car body production units. Bombardier is also
instrumental in introducing the latest signalling products to the Indian market, including Audio
Frequency, Track Circuits, Axle Counters and Traffic Management Systems.
Bombardier is now firmly entrenched in the Indian market. It has established various offices and
production sites across India including:
Railway Vehicle Manufacturing Site in Savli, Gujarat (established 2007)
Propulsion and Control Centre in Vadodara, Gujarat (established 1996)
Software Development Centre in Vadodara, Gujarat
Engineering Centre in Hyderabad
Four Sales and Marketing offices in New Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai
Project Office in New Delhi
Four Depot Offices in New Delhi
The Savli Plant
Bombardier has been assimilating key competencies in India as part of its larger plan to transform the
country into a global sourcing base. With this perspective, it established the production plant in Gujarat
with an investment of approximately USD50 million in 2007. The novel plant features some of the most
advanced equipment, including spot welding robots, spot welding jigs, car body completion and underframe slave fixtures. Bombardier currently produces one metro car per day at the plant. It has
successfully delivered over 500 metro cars from the plant.
Complete product portfolio
Based on its accumulated local experience, Bombardier Transportation has developed the expertise and
capability to deliver complete propulsion and train control and management systems, for all types of
rolling units in India. Its portfolio covers the entire range of products and services to ensure safe and
reliable operation of rail vehicles: transformers, converters, traction motors, gears, auxiliary power
supplies, energy storage, and complete train control and management systems. This has been critical to
majority of its contract wins and secondary market revenue.
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Key contract wins
The company’s rail traffic management operations ensure that it is deeply embedded across the sector’s
value chain. Over the last few years, the company has won several key contracts, which are likely to kickstart the next stage of Bombardier’s Indian growth plans. In 2007, the Delhi Metro Rail Corporation
(DMRC) awarded Bombardier contracts to supply 614 state-of-the-art ‘MOVIA’ high-capacity metro
vehicles. During 2007, Bombardier won the order for a signalling and train control system for two new
lines of the DMRC. The two lines have been since commissioned in 2010. In late 2011, Bombardier won a
USD214 million propulsion systems contract to power regional trains in India from the Mumbai Railway
Vikas Corporation (MRVC). Bombardier has reported that the order is for 72 commuter trains of 12 cars
each. Thus, given its healthy backlog, Bombardier is set for steady growth in India in the medium term.
Since its inception in India, Bombardier has built capabilities covering the entire transportation sector.
Recently, the company’s strategic interests in the Indian market have increased with various huge
investments, including the largest ever in Asia at Savli, Gujarat.
3.8.2. Accenture
Accenture is a global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing company. It has
261,000 employees serving clients in 120 countries. The company generated net revenues of USD27.9
billion for the fiscal year ended 31 August 2012.
Accenture began operations in India in 1987 and is the first multinational consulting firm to set foot in
India. Today, the company serves more than 500 global clients, including Fortune 1000 companies,
through its operations in Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and Pune.
Accenture’s business model depends on its Global Delivery Network, which comprises Accenture’s
personnel based at more than 50 delivery centres across the world. While these delivery centres are
located worldwide, the network is increasingly concentrated in India and Philippines. The Global Delivery
Network also has presence in China, US, Eastern and Central Europe, Latin America, and emerging
locations such as South Korea and Malaysia. The Accenture Technology Lab in Bengaluru is the
company’s second-largest lab with over 50 R&D personnel. Accenture has also set up close to 30
Centers of Excellence for specific partner platforms, such as Microsoft, SAP, Sun Microsystems and
Oracle, as well as for individual industry sectors such as insurance, banking, capital markets, and health
and life sciences. Accenture India employs over 60,000 people from varied backgrounds.
Access to a large talent pool
India is a strategic market for Accenture for its unparalleled access to talent. The firm has plans to
aggressively hire in India, and has taken up additional office spaces in Pune, Chennai, Mumbai and the
National Capital Region, each in the range of 150,000–200,000 square feet. Most of the company’s new
lateral recruits are expected to possess expertise across Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP),
Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Enterprise Application
Integration (EAI), application maintenance, application development, Information Technology
infrastructure, Knowledge Process Outsourcing (KPO), Business Process Outsourcing (BPO), telecom
application, consulting, project management, delivery management, business analysis, programme
management and practice management.
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Growing focus on tapping opportunities in Indian market
Accenture has been aggressively pursuing business from corporates as well as the government in the
country. Among government projects, the company recently implemented the core biometric
identification system for the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI). It is also carrying out a 45month IT modernisation project for India Post. Accenture has been asked to design a new enterprise
architecture that would help India register increased revenues and regain its lost market share in areas
like bill payment, e-posts, life insurance, money transfer and banking.
Figure 14
Accenture’s Asia-Pac sales (USD million)
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Accenture’s India journey dates back to 1987 – India’s first multinational company. The company has
established a strong foothold, with its Indian operations serving more than 500 global clients, including
Fortune 1000 companies. Accenture remains committed to India, evident from its continued investments
in the country.
3.8.3. Amway
Founded in 1959 by Jay Van Andel and Richard DeVos, Amway is an American multinational directselling company that primarily sells health, beauty and home care products to consumers and
independent business owners. The company reported sales of USD11.3 billion for the year ended 31
December 2012, the seventh consecutive year of growth for the company. Its product lines include home
care products, personal care products, jewellery, electronics, Nutrilite dietary supplements, water
purifiers, air purifiers, insurance and cosmetics. Amway conducts business through a number of
affiliated companies in more than a hundred countries and territories around the world.
Amway India was established in 1995 and commenced commercial operations in May 1998. In about 15
years of commercial operations, Amway India established a nation-wide presence of over 135 offices, 55
city warehouses, and four regional mother warehouses. The distribution and home delivery network set
up with the support of independent logistics partners is spread across more than 5,500 locations.
Amway India has 500 full time employees and has generated indirect employment for 2,000 persons at
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all contract manufacturer locations. The company has provided income-generating opportunities to over
550,000 active independent Amway business owners.
Figure 15
Amway’s India revenue growth (USD million)
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India as a global sourcing hub: Amway India reported a 7.0 per cent y-o-y increase in sales turnover to
USD477.3 million in 2012. At present, India contributes 7.0 per cent to Amway's global revenue. It is the
11th largest fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) company in the country. Up till 2011, Amway had
invested more than USD41.7 million in India; of this, about USD4.6 million is in the form of direct foreign
investment. In February 2013, Amway India announced plans to set up a greenfield manufacturing
facility at Nilakottai in southern Tamil Nadu at a cost of over USD104.3 million. The company expects to
launch the project by mid-2015. The Chennai plant will primarily cater to the Indian market, but is
expected to eventually become a global sourcing hub. Amway wants to use India to expand into the
SAARC region and enter markets like Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
Expanding product portfolio: Amway announced its foray in to the consumer durables business in India
in March 2013, by rolling out cookware, water purifiers and air purifiers. The durables business of
Amway globally contributes around 20 per cent of its turnover, with brands like Amway Queen for
cookware, Atmosphere for air purifiers, and eSpring range of water purifiers. The durable business is
considered relatively complex, as it involves adequate manufacturing and service back-up. The company
stated that it would also consider acquiring brands in the cookware or water purifier segment if it turns
out to be a strategic fit.
Amway has been a pioneer in introducing the direct selling concept in India. The company has
established strong presence and is set to expand manufacturing capabilities and adopt an aggressive
product launch strategy to further strengthen presence across categories in the country.
3.8.4. Deloitte
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL) is a private company limited by guarantee. It has a network of
member firms, each of which is a legally separate and independent entity. DTTL’s member firms provide
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audit, tax, consulting, enterprise risk and financial advisory services in more than 140 countries, and
employ about 200,000 people. Each member firm provides services in a particular geographic area and
is subject to the laws and professional regulations of the particular country or countries in which it
operates. Founded in 1845 by William Welch Deloitte, the company is now known as one of the Big Four
accounting firms (comprising Ernst & Young, PwC and KPMG, other than Deloitte). In FY2012, Deloitte
earned a record USD31.3 billion (+8.6 per cent y-o-y) in revenues.
Deloitte entered India in 2000. Currently, Deloitte offers a range of audit & enterprise risk, tax,
consulting and financial advisory services across 13 cities in the country. The company has expanded its
footprint in India, with a total workforce of more than 13,000 from just 50 since its foundation. Selection
of India as the “Region 10” among the 33 destinations analysed by Deloitte in 2004 was a major
milestone for its presence in India. In 2010, the company had announced plans to invest USD100 million
in the Indian market to expand its services in the country. As of FY12, Deloitte India’s revenues increased
19 per cent in local currency.
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Figure 16
Timeline of Deloitte’s 10+ years journey in India

Source: Aranca Research
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Focus on boosting Deloitte Consulting
Deloitte India is focused on expanding its consulting practice. In line with this, DTTL announced the
completion of acquisition of the Monitor Company group in early-2013. Deloitte India is expected to gain
from the acquisition by way of synergies. The Indian arm of the Monitor Company group has been
serving clients in India since 1991. The company has over 50 consultants and analysts based in New
Delhi and Mumbai. Monitor India’s key strengths lie in the areas of corporate and business unit strategy,
marketing strategy, competitive strategy, innovation, branding, organisation effectiveness, cluster
competitiveness, inorganic growth and supply chain effectiveness, which Deloitte India would now be
able to leverage.
Deloitte India has evolved from a cost-effective support-based team to a fully integrated provider of
services. Furthermore, the company has plans to expand its consulting reach in the country and has
acquired Monitor Company towards this end.
3.8.5. Agropur
Agropur, with about 3,404 members/dairy farmers, is Canada's largest dairy co-operative. It runs about
28 plants throughout North America and processes about 3.3 billion litres of milk annually. Its fluid milk,
cheese and cream product brands include Allegro, Natrel, Québon, La Lácteo and Island Farms. The
company’s joint venture with Alberta-based Agrifoods International Cooperative Ltd, Ultima Foods, holds
the license to sell the Yoplait brand in Canada. Besides consumer foods, Agropur produces dairy
ingredients for the food manufacturing and food service industries.
In June 2012, Agropur announced plans to enter India with a manufacturing facility in Gujarat. The 74year old dairy co-operative stated that it is eager to sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) at the
Vibrant Gujarat investors’ summit in 2013. The co-operative might turn out to be a strong competitor for
Amul, the Indian dairy co-operative.
The major driver attracting the above mentioned companies to India is the opportunities offered by the
country across sectors. The high demand business environment, coupled with technological expertise
earned on their home grounds, has supported these companies to establish strong foothold in the Indian
market. Moreover, unique product offerings and marketing strategies have been key success factors of
these companies.

4. CONCLUSION
India’s relations with North America (particularly the US) have gained significant pace over the last few
years, with the most recent India-US Strategic Dialogue launched in 2009. Bilateral trade between India
and North America registered a CAGR of 13.1 per cent during 2000–12.
India has witnessed the entry of many companies from North America across diverse sectors, with the
US being the fifth largest FDI contributor to India. The companies have particularly made a mark in the
IT, pharmaceutical, and automobile space. While Microsoft and IBM are well-established in the software
space, companies such as HP and Dell are known for their competence in IT hardware. Furthermore,
the automobiles sector has General Motors and Ford trying to expand in the Indian market by designing
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cars that meet Indian requirements. Likewise, F&G giants such as Coca-Cola and PepsiCo are the
leading players in various operating segments owing to their efforts to enhance quality and introduce
unique products for the Indian customer. Going forward, the huge untapped potential along with an
opportunistic investment environment in India will continue attracting firms from North America that are
considering entry into emerging markets.
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DISCLAIMER
India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF) engaged Aranca to prepare this report and the same has been
prepared by Aranca in consultation with IBEF.
All rights reserved. All copyright in this report and related works is solely and exclusively owned by
IBEF. The same may not be reproduced, wholly or in part in any material form (including
photocopying or storing it in any medium by electronic means and whether or not transiently or
incidentally to some other use of this report), modified or in any manner communicated to any third
party except with the written approval of IBEF.
This report is for information purposes only. While due care has been taken during the compilation
of this report to ensure that the information is accurate to the best of Aranca and IBEF’s knowledge
and belief, the content is not to be construed in any manner whatsoever as a substitute for
professional advice.
Aranca and IBEF neither recommend nor endorse any specific products or services that may have
been mentioned in this report and nor do they assume any liability or responsibility for the outcome
of decisions taken as a result of any reliance placed on this report.
Neither Aranca nor IBEF shall be liable for any direct or indirect damages that may arise due to any
act or omission on the part of the user due to any reliance placed or guidance taken from any
portion of this report.
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